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PREFACE.

THIS little primer is intended as a text-book for

candidates who may be preparing for one of

the various paper-work examinations in rudimentary

musical knowledge; or who may be desirous of being

able to answer fluently the viva voce questions put by

the examiners in practical subjects such as pianoforte

and violin playing, singing, etc. The author has,

therefore, deemed it advisable — for purposes of

reference — to devote a separate chapter to the com-

plete consideration of each special branch of infor-

mation such as pitch-names and places, sharps and

flats, rests, time-duration, scales, etc., etc.; instead

of grading and combining these different subjects

into so many progressive lessons. In dealing with

very young pupils, a skilful teacher will know quite

easily how much of any particular chapter can be

omitted at first, and be after^vards studied as the

need for this additional knowledge makes itself felt.

vr



THE RUDIMENTS
OF

MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE.

CHAPTER I.

TKE PITCH OF SOUNDS.

The Staff, Clefs, Pitch-Names and Places,

The Reflective System of Learning

Staff-Notation.

1. Musical Sounds differ greatly in their effect on

the ear by being what is called high or low. The
difference of height or depth is called pitch,

2. To distinguish between sounds of different

pitch, the first seven letters of the alphabet, A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, are used for naming them.

3. These seven letters are made sufficient, by be-

ing repeated over and over again in alphabetical

order, because the eighth sound (or octave as it is

called) if heard together with the first, blends so

perfectly with it as to be recognized by the ear as

the same sound differing only in pitch.
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4, The varying pitch of sounds is represented to

the eye by giving their alphabetical names to the

lines and spaces of the Great Staff.

5. The Great Staff is a series of eleven lines drawn

across a page of the music book, from left to right,

like the steps of a ladder (see Fig. i). The lowest,

or first step, represents the sound lowest in pitch,

and the higher the steps go the higher will be the

pitch. Here is a picture of the Great Staff showing

the alphabetical names of all its lines and spaces: —

Fig. I.

The "Great Staff"

Notice the thick "Middle C" line which corresponds with
the C in the middle of the Keyboard.

llth line, F ^,«..
.„ , ,. ^ E 10th space.
10th line, D ^ .,, ^

. ,. „ C 9th space.
9th line, B r- ..i,
„., ,. f,

A 8th space.
8th line, G sr ,-^,F (th space.
7th line, E i^ „.,
... — L) 6th space.

6th line, C ^™^^^^——n^^^^^^^^^——— _.,B 5th space.
5th line, A ^^ .,,

. ,. „ G 4th spac«.
4th line, F jr- „ ,E 3ra space.
3rd line, D ;=r „ ,

„ , ,. „ C 2nd space.
2nd line, B r— , .
. ,. ^ A 1st space.
1st line, G

Notice also, that unless otherwise specified, staff- Unes and
staff-spaces are always counted from the bottom, upwards.

6. In writing music, the Great Staff is not used

in its complete form as in Fig. i, because, ist, such

a large number of lines would make the music con-

fusing to the eye; and 2nd, because five lines and

four spaces (with occasional leger lines) are suffi-
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C'.ent to represent all the sounds lying within the

range of a single voice, or which can be conveniently

played upon the pianoforte with one hand.

7. In Pianoforte Music the Great Staff is divided

in the following manner: — thtfive upper lines form

a separate staff for the right hand or treble part; the

middle line C is omitted (a short, or leger line, being

provided for the writing of this sound) ; and the five

lower lines form a separate staff for the left hand or

bass part. The two staves are connected by a brace

or bracket at the left hand side, but the space be-

tween the A and E lines, where the middle C line

has been omitted, is increased, in order to still fur-

ther assist the eye. See Fig. 2: —

Fig. 2.

Treble Staff.

(Right hand.)

Bass Staff.

(Left hand.)

8. When any portion of the Great Staff is selected

or separated from the rest, as in Fig. 2, it becomes

necessary to show, by some sign, which particular

set of five lines is being used by the writer of the

music.

9. In order to distinguish between the two five-

lined staves of Fig. 2, or any other selection of five

lines taken in numerical order from the Great Staff,
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a line-name or clej is written on each staff so se-

lected. There are three clefs in use, and these signs

are corruptions or modifications of the letters F, G,

and C.

10. The line-name F is placed upon the fourth

line of the Bass Staff (so called because it contains

the lower sounds, those at the base of the ladder);

this is also the 4th line of the Great Staff shown in

Fig. I.

11. The line-name G is placed upon the second

line of the Treble Staff, which is the 8th line of the

Great Staff shown in Fig. i.

12. The line-name C is placed on the middle or

6th line of the Great Staff, whenever that line hap-

pens to be one of five selected from the middle oi the

Great Staff. See Fig. 3: —

G

F

Fig. 3.

M^ w m

The figures at the left of the two C clefs show the numb ;rs of

the Hnes selected from the Greac Staff—Fig. i.

13. Fig. 4 shows all the possible five-lined staves

which can be selected or separated from the Great

Staff of eleven lines. The most important (because

most commonly used) of these five-fined staves are

the Treble, Alto, Tenor, and Bass: —
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Fig. 4-

u

Women's and Boys' Voices.

Contralto, g^^a^o Soprano. Treble.

6
5
•t ]^--]^^JU^M ft

m=G^
cri-trz—

Alto or
Bass. Baritone. Tenor. Counter

Tenor.

Men's Voices.

14. We shall see later that notes are differently

shaped characters used to represent the length or

duration of sound. Any notes written on the lines

and spaces of the great Pianoforte Staff of ten lines

(see Fig. 2) receive the following pitch-names.

Compare Fig. 5 with Fig. i :
—

Fig. 5-

5 Lines.

E G B D F

/^ —4i&-
—SiS n

^——-1G)-

i ^: —4<&- •"^

\
Si/

B'g D F A

4 Spaces.FACE

15. Only eleven notes of different pitch can be

written on or about a five lined staff: five on the

lines, four in the spaces (see Fig. 5), one below the

first line, and one above the fifth line (.see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6.

GFEDCBAGFE
m

The note written on the leger line between the Treble and
Bass staves is always called from its position "Middle C."
The note written in the second space of the Bass staff

—

counting upwards—is called "Tenor C," because it is the

lowest sound producible on Tenor Violin, or Viola.

The note written in th^ second space of the Treble staff—
counting downwards—is c6.11ed "Treble C."

i6. When a sound is too high, or too low to be

written on the staff, short additional lines are used

above and below the staff called Leger or Leger Imes

(Leger, light). Notes may be written on these

leger lines, or in the spaces between thern, as in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7.

Above. D f, D E F G

f Below, T-<E»- -sj- 2:^-

Above. T.r'FG^^ ^G"T
^ D E

Below, i--^ T=r ,1^
E D C B A

These leger lines are merely lines cut short, added outside the

staff. When many leger lines are used above the Treble staff,

if the first two be disregarded, or deducted from the rest,

those above will read exactly as the Treble staff itself two
octaves higher in pitch.
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Similarly if the first two below the Bass staff be deducted,

those below will read as the Bass staff itself two octaves lower.

Sometimes in order to avoid the use of many leger lines, the

sign 8va. is written over a passage of notes, to show that they

must be read, sung, or played, as if they had been written an

octave above. The word loco used after 8va. signifies that the

notes are to be read, etc., in their original pitch as written.

8va. placed below a passage, signifies that it is to be played an

octave lower than written. The figure 8 placed under notes,

indicates that the octaves below are to be played with them.

17. By the help of what is called the Reflective

System, the names of all the lines and spaces in the

two staves used for Pianoforte Music, can be com-

mitted to memory by studying the notation of the

Scale of C as played on the piano by the two hands

in "contrary motion":

Fig. 8.

Surface of Mirror

m
B A G:

=t=P t=^
G: F E D Tenor

C

±=^-

Bass
C

If a mirror could be placed between the two staves

of Fig. 8, the notes on the Treble Staff would be

reflected on its surface — so as to present the *ixact

appearance of those printed on the Bass Staff. This

reflected aspect of Fig. 8 may be compared with the

familiar upside-down reflection on the surface of
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the water, of trees growing on the bank of a river or

lake.

iS. The first thing to observe in this reflection is

the interesting fact that C on the upper staff is

reflected in exact upside position on the lower staff,

so; —

r

I

Fig. 9.

Middle C Treble C

^=^

HighC

m
Middle C Tenor C

Bass C

Thus, on the upper staff, IMiddle C is on the leger line below;

on the lower staff it is reflected on the leger hne above.

Tre le C is in the second space of the upper staff, counting
doivnwards; it is reflected by Tenor C in the second space of

the lower staff, counting upwards.

High C on the second leger line above the upper staff is

reflected by Bass C on the second leger hne helow the lower

staff. Bass C is so called because it is the lowest sound pro-

ducible on the Violoncello or "Bass-viol."

19. A further examination of Fig. 8 will show that

in contrary motion up or down, B placed en one

staff, will reflect D on the other staff. Similarly A
will reflect E, and Gwill reflect F. As soon as these

simple facts are grasped, nothmg further has to be

learned concerning the name of any note written on

the two staves used for Pianoforte Music.
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Fig. lo.

D E F: GAB

^

—

" ^*" ^^-—

-

v^ "* ^ -m-BAG: FED
20. It can be remembered also quite easily that

during the contrary motion of the scales, whilst the

left hand plays descending notes which spell the

word BAG, the right hand plays ascending notes

which spell the word FED, backward. Similarly,

whilst the left hand plays FED going down, the

right hand plays BAG backward going up.
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CHAPTER II.

HOW TO RAISE AND LOWER THE PITCH
OF SOUNDS.

Signs of Inflection :
— Sharp, Flat, Natural,

Semitones, Accidentals.

21. A sharp (#) written before a note raises its

pitch by a semitone.

A semitone is the smallest interval or difference in pitch
between two musical sounds. It lies between any two adja-

cent keys of the pianoforte keyboard.

22. A flat (b) written before a note lowers its

pitch by a semitone.

23. A natural (tf) restores a previously sharpened

or flattened note to its original or normal pitch: —

Fig. II,

i =l=2=tt«^: =i^

Thus, in Fig. 1 1 (a) the note C|f is lowered a semitone to its

former pitch by the use of the natural (fcl). At (&) the opposite

process is seen, for the note Dl> is raised a semitone to its former
pitch by the use of the same sign (t]). Thus, the sign (fc|)

sharpens a previously flattened note, just as it flattens *

previously sharpened note.

24. A double sharp (x) written before a note

raises its pitch by a whole tone (= two semitones).
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A whole tone lies between any two alternate keys of the

pianoforte keyboard.

25. A double flat (bb) written before a note lowers

its pitch by a whole tone.

26. To lower a double sharp a semitone, write a

singled, thus: —

Ky—Ks>-

27. To raise a double flat a semitone, write a

single b, thus: —

28. Eleven of the twelve pianoforte keys in every

octave are capable of bearing three different letter-

names. The remaining one (the middle key in every

group of three black ones) can be called by only two

names (G# and Ab).

Fig. 12.

d^ D^^ ^^ Gtt aS

Db Eb Ob Ab Bb

BX Fbb EX ebb

III. II Jill
bS

Dbb

cx

Ebb

DX
Fb

eS FX GX AX
Gbb Abb Bbb 1 cb
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29. Sometimes the name of the same pianoforte

key is changed upon paper, whilst the pitch of the

note remains exactly the same. This is called an

enharmonic change.

Equal Temperament is the name given to that system of

tuning which provides only one sound for each piano-key
to do duty for the various alphabetical names assigned to it

in Fig. 12, but which— judged by true inlo?iation— is slightly

different in pitch from any one of the group of sounds there

named.

30. A #, b, X, bb, or ij, which does not belong to

the scale or key indicated by the key-signature (see

Fig. 13-

English. Italian. French. German.

C. Do. Ut. C.

Cflat. Do bemolle. Ut h6mo\. Ces.

C sharp. Do diesis. Ut diese. Cis.

D. Re. Re. D.

Dflat. Re bemolle. Re bemol. Des.

D sharp. Re diesis. Re diese. Dis.

E. Mi. Mi. E.

Eflat. Mi bemolle. Mi b€mol. Es.

E sharp. Mi diesis. Mi diese. Eis.

F. Fa. Fa. F.

Fflat. Fa bemolle. Fa b^mol. Fes.

F sharp. Fa diesis. Fa diese. Fis.

G. Sol. Sol. G.

Gflat. Sol bemolle. Sol bemol. Ges.

G sharp. Sol diesis. Sol diese. Gis.

A. La. La. A.

Aflat. La bemolle. La b£mol. As.

A sharp. La diesis. La diese. Ais.

B. Si. Si. H.

Bflat. Si bemolle. Si b€mol. B.

B sharp. Si diesis. Si diese. His.
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3

§74 for an explanation of this term) is called an

accidental. It occurs in the music accidentally as

it were.

31. The efect of an accidental continues upon the

staff throughout the bar* or measure in which it

occurs, unless it is contradicted by another

accidental.

32. The names of the notes are not the same in all

languages. Fig. 13 shows the names used by the

English-speaking nations as well as by the Italian,

French and German nations.

*For an explanation of the term "bar" or "measure" see

§141.
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CHAPTER III.

LENGTH OR DURATION OF SOUND.

Shapes of Notes, Dots, Tie or Bind, Slur, Pause
OR Hold, Staccato, Irregular Note Groups.

33. The time, duration or length of a musical

sound is indicated by the shape of the note which

represents the sound upon the staff.

34, There are seven kinds of differently shaped

notes: —
Fig. 14,

English and American. Italian. French. German.

I'cll The longest note or
Breve.

es Whole note or Semi-
breve (half breve)

.

1
Half note or Minim.

Quarter note or
1 Crotchet.

p Eighth note or
^ Quaver.

Sixteenth note or
fi Semiquaver.

* Thirty -second note or
^ Demisemiquaver.

Breve.

Semi-
breve.

Bianca.

Semi-
minima.

Croma.

Semicroma.

Semi-bis-
croma.

Carrie.

Ronde.

Blanche.

Noire.

Croche.

Double-
Croche.

Triple.
Croche.

Brevis.

Takt-note.

Halb -note.

Viertel-note.

Achtel-note.

Sechzehntel-
note.

Zwei und
Dreiszightel-

note.

In some music, a very short note called a semi-demi-semi-
quaver is employed; it is equal in duration to haU a demi-

semi-quaver, and has four hooks to its stem thus:— g or H .
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35. The stems of notes on, or below the middle

line, are turned upwards to the right of the head,

when only a succession of single notes is written on a

staff: —

Fig. 15-

m i^
and the stems of notes above the middle line are

turned downwards to the left of the head: —

Fig. 16.

i
It is a matter of no consequence to the actual time value

whether the tails of the various notes are turned up or down.

36. Quavers, semiquavers, or demisemiquavers,

are often written in groups. When this is so, it is

usual in the case of instrumental music to join their

hooks: —
Fig. 17.

m -j—^ Sn
Quavers. Semiquavers. Demisemiquavers.

In vocal music, hooks are joined when more than one qua-
ver, etc., is sung to a single syllable.

37. The relative time values of the variously

shaped notes are shown in Fig. 18: —
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Fig. IS.

1 Semibreve .. £3 is equal to:—

1
2 Minims . . ,

a

1

» a

1

4 Crotchets .

\

0^

1

8 Quavers .

.

III
'

1 mil'

# •"
16

Semiquavers. 5 =='
• ' • • •

*— ^^m

32 Demi-
000000'•• 0>

•W tan

,00 p000p0^p
semiquavers. am bM

38. A note can be lengthened or continued beyond

its normal and relative period of duration in two

ways :—

(i) By placing a dot (or dots) after the note.

(2) By binding or tying the note to another of the

same pitch.

39. A dot placed after a note increases its length

or duration one half, thus :
—

C' ' is equal to c? d

d • "
(=> * etc.

40. A second dot adds half the length of the first

dot, and so on with any number of dots, thus: —

2 dots O • • equal to c* * *

3 dots d • • • " d * * *

It is not possible, by adding any number of successiv^e dot9

to a note, to double its time-value.
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41. The curved line ^ " shown in §§39 and 40 is

named a Tie or Bind. It is used to connect two er

more notes of the same pitch, and indicates that

only the first note of those so tied or bound is to

be sounded, while the others are to be held on for

their respective time values.

42. There is another curved line which resembles

a tie or bind in appearance, but which has a different

use in music. It is called a slur.

43. The slur, when placed over or under several

notes, signifies that they are to be played in the

*legato style, i.e., smoothly and connectedly: —

Fig. 19.

44. When the slur is placed over or under two

notes on different degrees of the scale, a stress should

be placed on the first, and the second should be

played lightly:

—

Fig. 20.

45. The slur is used in vocal music when more
than one note has to be sung to one syllable: —

pronounced lay-gdh-toh.
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(a)

^
I
gj—-»-^

Fig. 21.

Mendelssohn (.S. J'aul).

re - mem

-• *-

bers His chil dren.

In the above exainple, notice at (a) a simultaneous use of the
tie and slur,

46. The slur is frequently employed to indicate

how an extended melodic passage is to be phrased: —

Fig. 22.

=p-p
• • «i-* ^ 3E

47. A note or rest may be prolonged indefinitely,

i.e., to a period of duration entirely according to the

will and taste of the performer, by means oi a sign

known as a pause or hold, written above or under

the note or rest, as in Fig. 23 :
—

Fig. 23.

i
A note or rest which is intended to be prolonged to a some-

what unusual length is marked lunga pausa. The letters

G.P. {Gran Pausa) or "General Pause" are used sometimes
to signify a pause or rest for all the performers in a chorus

or orchestra.

48. The shorter notes (such as the crochet, quaver,

semiquaver, etc.) often have their period of sound-
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duration decreased by means of staccato marks. A
note, or passage of notes, may be indicated for three

varieties of staccato performance by placing above

or below the notes {a) small dots combined with

slurs, (6) dots only, (c) dashes only.

Fig. 24.

\ i

?r- 1 ^-i- -^1-/4-H

—

•-—

>

^y > J r -r JT—•

—

=T J r r=l

Fig. 24 exemplifies the three varieties of staccato phrasing.

(a) mezzo (or slurred) staccato, in which the sound-duration
of each note is decreased by a quarter of its length, by means
of the dot combined with the slur.

(6) staccato, in which the sound-duration of each note is

decreased by half its length, by means of the dot.

(c) staccatissitno, in which the sound-duration of each note
isjdecreased by three-quarters of its length, by means of the
dash.

But the time-value taken from any note by a staccato mark
must be made up by silence before the next note is heard.

49. In a Staccato passage of considerable length,

sempre (always) staccato is written: —

Fig. 25.

Beethoven (Eroica Symphony).
Sempre staccato.

t-±-1- -^-n- -J-J-L^

50. Sometimes notes are irregularly grouped.

Occasionally three notes of equal value are written to

be performed in the time of two of the same kind; a

figure 3 being placed over or under the group which
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is called a triplet (Fig. 26 (c) ). Sometimes two of

the notes of a triplet may be sustained as one (Fig.

26 {b) ).

51. A quadruplet is a group of 4 notes played in

the time of 3 of the same kind; a quintolet is a group

of five notes played in the time of four of the same

kind. Fig. 26 (c).

52. A sextuplet or sextolet is a group of 6 notes

formed either by the subdivision of a triplet or by

combining two triplets into one group. Both forms

are played in the time of 4 ordinary notes of the

same kind as those of the example itself. Fig.

26 (d).

53. A septolet or septimole is a group of 7 notes

played in the time of 6 or 8 of the same kind. Fig.

26 (e). See also Chapter IX, §§ 171, 172, 173,
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CHAPTER IV.

RESTS.

54. A Rest is a character which indicates a tempo-

rary silence or cessation of sound.

55. The time or duration of a whole rest or a half

rest is indicated by the position of the rest with

respect to a line of the staff. The time-value of the

quarter, eighth, sixteenth, and thirty-second rests, is

determined by the shape of the rest. See Fig. 27 :
—

Fig. 27.

|c»|,|l=?|lor

J=3

J....

J...

Longest note
or Breve

Whole or
Semibreve.

Half or
Minim.

Quarter or
Crotchet.

Eighth or
Quaver.

Sixteenth or
Semiquaver.

Thirty-second
or Demi-

semiquaver.

Rest placed perpendicularly be-
tween two lines of the staff.

Rest hangs from a line of the staff,

i.e., suspended.

Rest supported on a line of the staff,

i.e., mounted.

Head of rest turns to the right; as
does the initial letter C of the
word "Crotchet."

Head of rest turns to the left ; as
does the initial small letter q of
the word "quaver."

Rest has a double head, like the
double hook of the note.

Rest has a triple head, like the triple

hook of the note.

56. A rest is definitely prolonged by writing one

or more dots after it — as with notes. But it is
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more usual to add other rests to make up the length

of silence required.

57. A rest as well as a note may be indefinitely

prolonged by means of a pause or hold.

58. A semibreve or whole rest is used to indicate

silence for a whole measure in any kind of time.

59. To express a rest of longer duration than one

measure it was formerly the custom to employ thick

lines drawn perpendicularly through the spaces

between the lines of the staff. Thus, a line drawn

through one space implied a rest of two measures

duration, one drawn through two spaces meant a

rest of four measures, through three spaces six

measures. The modern custom is to draw a thick

horizontal line in the midst of the staff, and to write

above it the number of the measures to be counted

in silence. Fig. 28 shows how to express a rest of

9 measures duration in three different ways, and

also the simple abbreviation of the same: —

(1)

Fig. 28.

(2) (3)

Abbreviation.

60. Notes and rests are very often grouped to-

gether: —
Fig. 29.

I-f-^^"^
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CHAPTER V.

MAJOR SCALES AND THEIR KEY SIGNATURES.

61. A Scale (Latin, scala, a staircase or ladder)

is a progression of sounds ascending or descending

by steps or degrees in alphabetical order from any

note to its octave — according to a fixed arrange-

ment of tones and semitones.

62. A Key is the term applied to the notes of any

scale considered collectively, i.e., arranged in any

order of melody or harmony which the composer

pleases.

63. There are three kinds of scales, Major, Minor,

and Chromatic. Major and Minor Scales are some-

times called Diatonic, because they both proceed

by tones and semitones. The Chromatic scale pro-

ceeds by semitones only.

64. In a Diatonic Scale there are eight degrees,

including the 8ve of the first note, and no other two

degrees have the same letter name. In a Chromatic

Scale there are twelve degrees, but the same letter

name (altered by a #, b or i|) , is frequently given to

two successive degrees.

65. The following technical names are given to the

degrees of all Diatonic Scales: —The ist, Key-note

or Tonic; the 2nd is called the Super-tonic; the 3rd

the Mediant; the 4th the Sub-dominant; the sth the
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Dominant; the 6th the Stib-mediant; the 7th the

Leading-note; the 8th degree is the upper Key-note

or Tonic.

The Key-note or Tonic gives its name to the scale which
begins upon it. The Super-tonic is the note above the Tonic;
the Mediant is the middle note between the Tonic and Domi-
nant; the Dominant (or governing note) is the fifth degree of

the scale counting upwards from the Tonic; the Sub-dominant
is the under Dominant or fifth degree of the scale counting
downwards from the Tonic; the Sub-mediant is the middle
note between the Tonic and Sub-dominant counting down-
wards; the Leading-note leads up to the Tonic. The most
important degrees of the scale are the Tonic, Dominant, and
Sub-dominant,

66. The Major diatonic scale is a succession of

tones and semitones arranged in the following

order: —
From the ist to 2nd degree a tone,

tone,

semitone,

tone,

tone,

tone,

semitone.

67. It will be seen from §66 that the semitones

occur between the 3rd and 4th, and the 7th and 8th

degrees of the major scale.

68. If the white keys on the pianoforte are played

one after the other, from C to C upwards, the scale

so formed will be found to correspond with this

arrangement ; the scale of C major is therefore called

the natural scale: —

2nd "3rd "

3rd " 4th "

4th " 5th "

5th "6th "

6th "7th "

7th " 8th "
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Fig- 30.

Lower Tetrachord. Upper Tetrachord.

69. On examining this scale it will be found to

consist of two parts (or halves) divided by a whole

tone between the 4th and 5th degrees. The arrange-

ment of tones and semitones of the first half is copied

exactly in the second half. Each of these halves is

called a Tetrachord (lit., " four notes ")

70. If the upper tetrachord in the natural scale of

C (see Fig. 30) be taken to form the lower tetra-

chord of a new scale, we have only to add at its

upper end — at the distance of a tone — another

tetrachord (two tones and a semitone), and the new
scale is complete: —

Fig- 31-

Upper Tetrachord from New Tetrachord to complete
Scale of C. Scale of G.

to7ie. ^

i I^ dSZ m
The sharp before the F (7th degree) is necessary in order to

make the semitone come between the 7 th and 8th degrees of

the new scale.

71. We have only to continue the process of

taking the upper tetrachord of one scale to form the

lower tetrachord of the next, until we reach at length

the 'scale of C#, in which every note has a sharp

written before it.
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72. By reversing the process, i.e., taking the

lower tetrachord of the natural scale of C to form the

higher tetrachord of a new scale, we obtain the

following result: —
Fig. 32.

Lower Tetrachord from New Tetrachord to complete
Scale of C. Scale of F.

I
The flat before the B is necessary to lower that degree half a

tone, so that the tetrachords should be divided by a tone, and
to make the semitone come between the 3rd and 4th degrees

of the new scale of F.

73. We have only to continue the process of tak-

ing the lower tetrachord of one scale to form the

higher tetrachord of another, untU we reach the

scale of Cb, in which every note has a flat written

before it.

74. The sharps or flats necessary to preserve the

order of tones and semitones in the various scales,

are placed in their regular order on the staff, directly

after the clef sign at the beginning of a piece of

music; this group indicates the key a piece is written

in, and is called the Key-signature.

75. Beginning with the natural scale of C and

arranging the other major scales in the numerical

order of the sharps and flats in their key-signatures

they stand thus: —
Scales with sharps, C, G, D, A, E, B, F^, C?f.

" flats, C, F, Bb, Eb,At>,Db, Gb, Cb.
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Fig. :^:^ shows the whole of the Major scales with

snarps, beginning with the natural scale of C: -

Fig. 33-

f
C, Natural Key.

Signature and
Upper Key-note.

i
G. One Sharp.

J^l

D, Two Sharps.

76. On looking at the signatures of major keys

with sharps, it will be noticed that the key-note is

always one semitone above the last added sharp,

which is the leading note of the scale.

77. When writing sharp sigi.atures with the Tenor

Clef, put the ist and 3rd sharps two octaves lower
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than the places they occupy when used with the

Treble Clef, so: —

i^^!
78. Fig. 34 shows the whole of the Major scales

with flats, beginning with the n?tural Scale of C: —
Fig. 34-

C, Natural Key.
Signature and

Lower Key-note.

f
Cb, Seven Flats.

^^^^^^^B^^}^SE^ 1?^ ^-^

79 . On looking at the signatures of major keys

with flats, it will be noticed that the key-note is
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always the fourth note below the last added flat,

which is the subdominant of the scale.

80. On the pianoforte Cit and Db have the same

pitch, therefore the scales having these notes for

their tonic or key-note will sound exactly the same

when played: —
Fig. 35-

Key of C#.

Key of Db.

The key of Db, which has fewer flats in its signature than
C^ has sharps, is frequently used in the place of C^|. B (5

sharps) is also frequently used instead of Cb (7 flats), and
sometimes it is more convenient to use Ftf for Gb, or Gb for

F^. Such changes are called Enharmonic.

81. The complete cycle of scales will be twelve,

whether we take six sharp keys, one natural key and

five flat keys ; or five sharp keys, one natural key and

six flat keys :
—

Fig. 36.

Cycle of Scales.

The construction of Key
Signatures can be remem-
bered very easily by means
of the reflective system ex-

plained later on in Chapter
VII.
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CHAPTER VI.

MINOR SCALES AND THEIR KEY-SIGNATURES.

82. The Minor Scale is used in two forms; the

Hannonic, and the Melodic (or Arbitrary).

St,. In the Harmonic form, the semitones occur

betv\een the 2nd and 3rd; the 5th and 6th; and the

7th and 8th degrees, both ascending and descending.

An augmented 2nd occurs between the 6th and

7th degrees; this is an interval or distance of three

semitones, and is accordingly one semitone wider

than a whole tone: —
Fig. 37-

Aug. 2nd. Aug. 2nd.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

In writing the Harmonic form of any minor scale, take care

that the 7th degree (or leading note) is always indicated by an

accidental. Although itself a chromatic note, because it is

not included in the minor key-signature, the accidentally

raised leading-note does not make the scale chromatic, because

no two scale-degrees bear the same letter name. The 3rd and

6th degrees of the Harmonic Minor Scale are both a semitone

lower than the 3rd and 6th degrees of the major scale which

begins '^n the same tonic.

84 . To avoid the augmented interval between the

6th and 7th degrees of the Harmonic Minor Scale,
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the Melodic or "arbitrary" minor scale has the 6th

degree raised in ascending, and the 7th and 6th both

lowered in descending.

Fig. 38.

Upper tetrachord
of A major.

4 3 2 1

85. In the Melodic form the semitones occur be-

tween the 2nd and 3rd, and the 7th and 8th ascending

and between the 6th and 5th, and the 3rd and 2nd

descending.

In writing the Melodic form of any minor scale, take care

that the 6th and 7th degrees ascending are always indicated by
accidentals. Accidentals are not required for the descending
form, unless to contradict the previous sharpening of these

degrees in the ascending form. Notice that the upper tetra-

chord of the melodic form of a minor scale is exactly the same
as the upper tetrachord of the major scale which begins on the
same tonic. The 3rd degree of a minor scale (the mediant) is

always one semitone lower than the mediant of the major scale

beginning on the same tonic.

86. A minor scale which begins on the same key-

note as any given major scale, is called the tonic

minor of the latter.

The signature of the tonic minor has always three sharps less

or three flats more than the signature of its tonic major scale.

- 87. A minor scale which has the same signature

as the major scale which begins on its 3rd degree or

mediant, is called the relative minor of the latter.

A relative minor scale begins on the 3rd note of the descend-
ing form of its relative major scale, i.e., upon the 6th degree, or
submediant of the latter.
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Fig. 39-

Minor Scales with Sharps.

Signatures and
Key-notes.

A minor is relative minor to C major,

W-
E minor " G major,

B minor " D major,

F# minor " A major.

Ctt minor " E major,

G|^ minor " B major,

DS minor " F# major.

#

m
. g^^f

f^ii I

^gfe=

88. On looking at the signatures of minor keys

with sharps, it will be noticed that the key-note is

always a whole tone below the last sharp (which is

the super-tonic of the scale).

Fig. 40.

Minor Scales with Flats.

Signatures and
Key-notes.

D minor is relative minor to F major.

G minor
" " Bl> major,

ior> W
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C minor is relative minor to Eb major, ^Ŷ f^~

F minor

Bb minor " " Db major,

Eb minor " " Gb major.

Ab minor
(( li Cb major

89, On looking at the signatures of minor keys

with flats, it will be noticed that the key-note is

always the third note above the last flat (which is

the sub-mediant of the scale).

90. Hints for finding the key signature of a given

melody: —
(i). Ascertain by the kind of accidentals used,

whether the melody belongs to a scale with sharps or

flats.

(ii). See how many times the same note or notes

on the staff is, or are, affected by the same kind of

accidental, and by this means separate the sharps or

flats belonging to the signature, from merely chro-

matic accidentals,

(iii). Try and discover the key-note from the gen-

eral mental effect produced by the melody; and, in

doing this, determine whether the key be major or

minor.
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gi. Hints for finding whether a piece is written

in a minor key: —
(i) The leading note of every minor scale being

always indicated by an accidental, we know that a

piece cannot be in a major key if its 5th degree is

constantly being raised, (ii) Such a note cannot

be the dominant of any key. (iii) It can only be

the leading note, and the key-note is therefore one

semi-tone above this accidentally raised note.
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CHAPTER VII.

' THE NOTATION OF THE CHROMATIC SCALE.

92. The Chromatic Scale proceeds by Semitones

only.

93. There are two kinds of semitones, the Dia-

tonic and the Chromatic.

94. The two notes which form a Diatonic semitone

have different letter names, as CDb; F^G; EF; BC.
Such a semitone can occur between two degrees of

a Diatonic or a Chromatic Scale.

95. The two notes which forma Chromatic semi-

tone have the same letter name, but one (or both)

of the notes has an accidental, as Dl?Di}; F F#.

Such a semitone can only occur in a Chromatic

Scale.

96. There are two ways of writing the Chromatic

Scale — the Harmonic way, and the Melodic way.

The difference between the two ways is merely one

of notation in the ascending form. The descending

form is common to both wa3rs.

97. The Harmonic way of writing the Chromatic

scale is the same in its ascending and descending

forms. The Melodic way only differs from it in its

ascending form.
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98. In the Harmonic form of the Chromatic Scale

the Tonic and Dominant of the key are the only

degrees used in their diatonic state without altera-

tion. See Fig. 41, i, 8. The other five degrees (II,

III, IV, yi, VII) of the Tonic Major Scale are used

in their diatonic state and with chromatic altera-

tion as well. See Fig. 41, 3, 5, 6, 10, and 12. Four

of these Diatonic degrees (11, III, VI, and VII),

are lowered a chromatic semitone (see Fig. 41, 2, 4,

9, 11) and the remaining one (IV) is raised a chro-

matic semitone. SeeFig. 41, 7: —

Fig. 41

K^i' }
I " "I ^'^ V VI VII I

^e, if
i
o ^(Zi ta -^

n^ j[
& sHts>—'^

Chromatic
Degrees.

die ) 123 456789 10 II 12 1

99. The descending form of the Harmonic Chro-

matic Scale, although the same in notation, will not

require as many accidentals as in the ascending

form: —
Fig. 42

"^

I
I VII VI V IV III II I

^ tr^—e» []<?—1^ j_ u^ —
-^ P iP cj

S'rr^'*'^! 1 12 11 10 987654321
100. The ascending form of the Melodic Chro-

matic Scale is obtained by the insertion of only five
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accidentals. The mediant and leading note (the

degrees affected by the last two sharps in the sig-

nature) are unaltered. The remaining five degrees

of the Diatonic Major Scale are also used, but are

afterwards raised a chromatic semitone by the in-

sertion of a # or X (or a t{ in keys with flats) :

—

Fig. 43-

Diatonic ) j jj m iv V VI VII I

Degrees. ) .^.

Chromatic) ^o 3456789 10 11 12 1

Degrees. (

loi. Examination Candidates are sometimes

asked to write the Chromatic Scale in either or both

of its forms, using a minor key-signature. Under

such a condition, the order of accidentals will neces-

sarily be different from that akeady shown in

Figures 41, 42 and 43: —
Fig. 44.

(1) Harmonic form with Minor key-signature.

(2) Melodic forrn with Minor kf'y-ngnature.

Unaltered scale-degrees are marked s-.

102. From the harmonic notation of the chro-

matic scale beginning on C, and played in contrary

motion, much may be learned and remembered con-
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cerning the number of sharps and flats required for

the formation of major key-signatures.

Fig- 45-

7 7 7 7 7 7'
6^2 3 + 4 1+0 6+1 4 + 3 2~+~5

b 9 b t b t b a \t t b t

5+2 3+4 1+6 6+1 4+3 2+5
t b t b 9 b t Irjtbffb

This diagram (Fig. 45) may be read as follows: —
The fact that C has no key-signature at all is

represented by a o.

D b ^ the next upward note in the chromatic

scale — has 5 flats in its signature.

BtJ — the next downward note in the chromatic

scale — has 5 sharps in its signature.

Di| has 2 sharps.

Bb has 2 flats.

And so on, all through the diagram, every degree

of the harmonic-chromatic scale reflects another note

which has a similar quantity of either flats or sharps

in its key-signature.

103. Next, it should be observed that in both the

ascending and descending forms of the chromatic

scale, every chromatic semitone — such as Db Dtj,

Eb Eij, etc., — represents the key-notes of two
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scales, one with sharps, the other with flats. If the

number of sharps and flats belonging respectively

to these two key-signatures be added together, the

total will be always 7; which number is never ex-

ceeded in any single key-signature. And it should

also be borne in mind that whilst Ct{ has no key-

signature at all, C# has the full number of seven

sharps, and Cb the full number of seven flats.

104. The harmonic notation of the Chromatic

Scale is reserved for chord-building purposes; the

melodic notation being chiefly confined to rapid

melodic passages, in which a saving of accidentals

is convenient and desirable for purposes of quick

and accurate sight-reading.
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CHAPTER Vni.

INTERVALS:

Their Numerical and Qualifying Names, Con-

cords AND Discords, Inversions of Intervals.

105. The scale-distance between two musical

sounds is called an interval.

106. When the two sounds are heard in succes-

sion, they form a melodic interval; when they are

heard together, they form a harmonic interval.

107. Intervals have numerical and qualifying

names.

loS. Intervals are measured, and are named
numerically, according to the number of diatonic

degrees they cover. These degrees are counted from

the lower note of the interval (which is regarded as

the first degree) upwards to the higher note (which

is included as the last degree).

In measuring intervals, count the number of lines and spaces

covered by the interval. Thus, -
"» p ^^g thirds,

-^_lll-^

because two lines and one space are taken up by the interval:

I
g bgzrd^i:^ are also thirds, because they use two spaces

and one line.

109. Accidentals do not affect the numerical

xiame of any interval.
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1 10. The qualifying name of an interval depends

upon its absolute width, vi^hich is determined by

the number of semitones" it contains.

111. The major scale is the standard of measure-

ment for finding the qualifying name of an interval;

but the student is advised to learn by ear the effects

produced by the different qualities of intervals.

ri2. The following intervals between any key-

note and the 2nd, 3rd, 6th, and 7th degrees of the

major scale which begins on that key-note are

major: —
Fig. 46.

$
Major 2nd. 3rd. 6th. 7th.

113. The following intervals between any key-

note and the 4th, 5th, and 8th degrees of the major

and minor scales which begin on that key-note are

perfect: —
Fig. 47-

«J -IS- -St- -<&-

Perfect 4th. 5th. 8th.

114. An interval is called minor when it is a chro-

matic semitone smaller than a major interval of

the same numerical name. Compare Fig. 48 with

Fig. 46: —
Fig. 48.

\J -<s-

Minor 2nd.

-feT-

3rd. 6th. 7th.
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1^5. An interval is called diminished when it is a

chromatic semitone smaller than a minor or perfect

interval of the same numerical name: —

Fig. 49.

i
Diminished 2nd.

=lfe:
^ =^ zbsEi

3rd. •1th. 5th. eth. 7th. Stjj.

116, An interval is called augmented when it is a

chromatic semitone greater than a major or a per-

fect interval of the same numerical name: —

Fifr. .^o.

Augmented 2nd

117. Though not in its perfect shape an interval,

the prime or unison (a dupUcation of the same note)

must be considered here, on account of its dimin-

ished and augmented conditions: —

Fig. 51-

Prime or ) Duninished. Perfect.
Vntsori )

118. Figs, 52 and 53 show the classification of

intervals at a glance: —
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Fig. 52.

INTERVALS.

43

Concords.
l8t, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 6th, and 8th.

Perfect.

1st, 4th, 5th, and 8th.

Major. Minor.

Discords.
2nd and 7th.

Major. Minor.

The four chromatically altered intervals marked * are dis'

cords see §§115, 116, 117, 123.

All Intervals are either Concords or Discords.

119. A Concord leaves a satisfied effect upon the

ear when the two sounds are heard together; a Dis-

cord leaves an unsatisfied effect.

1 20. There are two kinds of Concords — Perfect

and Imperfect.

121. The Perfect Concords are the Prime or

Unison, the Octave, Fifth and Fourth. (See Figs.

47 and 51.)

122. The Imperfect Concords are the Major and

Minor 3rd, and the Major and Minor 6th. (See

Figs. 46 and 48.)

123. The Discords are the 2nd and 7th, (both of

which are formed by taking two notes in alpha-

betical order, as B C, C B, etc.), and all diminished

and augmented intervals.
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124. The following table will show what intervals

are -contained between the different degrees of the

Diatonic Scales (Major and Minor) :
—

Fig- 53-

1! >

IS
' a a
^ u c
CO o

M a

-bI^S
o <u

Minor.

Major.

Augmented.

Minor.

Major.

Diminished,

Perfect.

Augmented

Diminished.

Perfect.

Augmented.

Minor.

Major.

Diminished

Minor.

Major.

Perfect.

2nd.

2nd.

2nd.

3rd.

3rd.

4th.

4th.

4th.

5th.

5th.

5th.

eth.

6th.

7th.

7th,

7th

8th

Discord.

Discord.

Discord.

Concord.

Concord.

Discord.

Concord.

Discord.

Discord.

Concord

Discord.

Concord,

Concord

Discord.

Discord.

Discord.

Concord

3 4; 7 8.

all but 3I; 78.

2 4; 3 5; 8; 7 2.

TZ; i&: 57.

all but 4 7.

Vj.

74.

all but tI.

38; 6^; fs.

1^; 27; 42; 53

2 3; 5 6; 7 8,

T2\ 34; O.

67.

TZ\ 24; 46; T2.

Zb; 57; 68.

fl.

H; fS; 36; 58.

47; 62.

26; Ti.

Tb; 48; o2; 63.

37.

fB; 53; 7^.

all but 17; 4 3.

\~7; O.

all and 8ve above.

2 7; 3 8; 4 2; 6 4.

fe.

28; 4~3; ^4.

1^; 32; ft.

all and 8ve above.

125. The only intervals not found in a Diatonic

Scale are the Diminished 2nd, 3rd and 6th, and the
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Augmented 3rd, 6th and 7th. Of these, only the

augmented 6th and the diminished 3rd are in

general use, and are peculiar to the Chromatic

Scale.

126. All intervals may be inverted by placing the

lower note an octave higher, or the upper one an

octave lower: —

inverted is -\m
127. It will thus be seen, that by inversion, a

different interval is produced by notes of the same

names — a fifth becomes a fourth, an octave be-

comes a unison, etc.

128. How to find the inversion of an interval: By
adding together the interval and its inversion, the

number 9 will always be the total; therefore the

inversion of an interval can readily be found by

subtracting the interval from 9. The remainder

shows the inversion — thus, to find the inversion of

a 3rd, subtract 3 from 9, and the remainder, 6, will

show that the inversion of a 3rd is a 6th.

129. The quaHty of an interval is changed by

inversion, with the exception of perfect intervals

which remain perfect. After inversion major inter-

vals become minor, and minor become major;

augmented become diminished, and diminished aug-

mented: —
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Thus a minor 3rd will become a major 6th, F

" major 2nd " " minor 7th,

" perfect 5th " " perfect 4th, ^—

^

" an augmented 4th " diminished sth.

130. By the same Law of inversion, the intervals

between the upper tonic and the notes of the de-

scending major scale are either minor or perfect.

In the ascending major scales these intervals were

either major or perfect. See Figs. 46 and 47, which

compare with Fig. 54:

—

Fig. 54.

f mESE

Minor Minor Perfect
Unison. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.

Perfect Minor Minor Perfect
Sth. 6th. 7th. Octave.

131. How to find the numerical and qualifying

names of a given interval: First count the number of

lines and spaces covered by the interval set, taking

no account of any accidental which may be prefixed

to either or both of the given notes. Ascertain the

quahfying name of the plain interval (without acci-

dentals) by regarding the upper note as one of the

degrees of the diatonic major scale of the lower note.

Then ascertain how many chromatic semitones have
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to be added or subtracted from this result by the

nature of the accidentals in the interval set.

-f—h»
For example, suppose (^- ^^ is the given interval.

Without accidentals this would be a major 7th, since El^ is the

seventh degree of the major scale of Ft]. The [> to the E and
the tt to the F reduce the interval by two chromatic semitones.

By § 115 any interval which is two chromatic semitones less

than major is diminished. Consequently the given interval is

a diminished 7th.

132. How to find any interval above a given note:

First write the given note without an accidental.

Then write above it, in the correct line or space, the

bare note which gives the numerical name of the

interval required. Prefix the accidental to the lower

note (if there is one given in the question) and then

raise or lower the upper note to obtain the quality

of the interval asked for.

For example, suppose you are asked to write the augmented
4th above Ab. Write A^ on the staff, and above it the fourth
note Dli. This will be a perfect 4th, the subdominant of A
major. Prefix the b to the given A. The lowering of this note
by a chromatic semitone alters the perfect 4th into an aug-
mented 4th, which is the interval required.

133. How to write any interval below a given note:

First write the given note without an accidental.

Then below it, in the correct line or space, write

the bare note which gives the numerical name of the

interval required. Prefix the accidental to the up-

per note (if there is one given in the question) and

then raise or lower the lower note to obtain the

quality of the interval asked for.
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For example, suppose you are asked to write the diminished

7th below D:^. Write D^ on the staff, and below it the seventh
note, Efc]. This will be a minor 7th, since D^ is the leading

note (i.e., major 7th) of E. Prefix the given sharp to D. This
makes the interval a major 7th. A diminished 7th being two
chromatic semitones less than a major 7 th, the lowe» note E
will require a double sharp to be prefixed in order to make the

interval below the given note Dji a diminished 7 th.

134. A simple interval is one which does not

exceed the compass of an 8ve.

135. A compound interval is one which has a

wider compass than an 8ve.

136. A 9th is always regarded in harmony as a

compound interval.

137. With the exception of the 9th, compound

intervals are frequently considered as simple, though

they may include an 8ve (or several Sves) in their

compass. Thus any E or G would be considered as

a 3rd or as a 5th above C, no matter how wide the

distance may be between the C,. and the E or G
above it.
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CHAPTER DC.

TIME.

Accent, Bar, Measures, Rhythm, Time-Signa-

TURE, Syncopation, How to put Bars to

GIVEN Melodies.

138. In listening to any piece of music, one of its

greatest charms is the continued and regular suc-

cession of strong and weak accents or beats.

139. Accent signifies prominence, force, or stress,

given to certain notes, more than to others. There

are three degrees of accent in music, viz: —
(i). STRONG; (ii) medium; (iii) weak.

140. In the performance of music, the strong

accent is marked with more or less loudness or force,

the medium accent is moderately emphasized, and

the weak accent is taken lightly.

141. To show the proper grouping of the notes

according to their accents, musical compositions are

divided into small equal portions called measures

by perpendicular lines called bars drawn across the

staff.

142. Very frequently the measures (or spaces

between the vertical bar-lines) are themselves called

bars.

143. The strong accent (also called the "down
beat") always falls immediately after the bar-line.
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144. Every measure or bar is divided into so

many accents, which are sometimes called pulses or

beats.

Thus STRONG, weak, STRONG, weak, STRONG, weak
may be written in three groups, measures, or bars:

—

I
STRONG, weak, |

STRONG, weak, \ STRONG, weak;
\

or, if the weak accent precede the strong, the following is

the arrangement observed :

—

weak
I

STRONG, weak, | STRONG, weak, \
STRONG.

145. A piece of music very often begins with an

incomplete measure. This is done when the com-

poser wishes to commence upon some part of the

measure less emphasized than the strong accent

which always occurs at the first beat. When this

is the case, the piece will always end with another

incomplete measure which will contain the strong

accent omitted at the beginning, and will otherwise

complete the time value of the measure.

146. The regular recurrence and grouping of the

accents in a measure are called Rhythm.

147. Rhythm or time-division in music is princi-

pally of three kinds, Duple, Triple, and Quadruple.

(i). Duple, two beats in a measure.

(2). Triple, three " "

(3). Quadruple, four " "

148. The above may be simple or compound; sim-

ple, when each beat is a whole note and can be

divided by two; compound, when each beat is a

dotted note and can be divided by three.
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149. The particular kind of rhythm or time divi-

sion used in any musical composition is indicated by

a sign placed at the beginning, directly after the

key-signature. This sign is called the Time-Signature.

150. A Time-Signature consists of two figures

written in the form of a fraction, but without any

horizontal line to separate the two figures. A semi-

breve being regarded as the standard note, or unit

of comparison (from which all other notes are meas-

ured), the lower number of this fraction refers to the

division of a semibreve, the upper shows how many
of such divisions are taken in each bar or measure:

thus, 4 (two-four) means two-fourths of a semi-

breve, or two crotchets in a measure, etc.

151. The following are the time-signatures in

general use :
—

Fig. 55-

Duple Triple Quadruple

$ 0^ 2 J J
2 1 1

4 • a'

2ns
8 * *

3 1 1 1

2 c* c:" <=<

3
1 1 J4 « • J

3 S S IN

8 1^ « ^

^-S J J J J
B or IJ J J J

4 N S S S
8 «> i^ ^ ^

r

0.
Oh

^

6
I J

6 J 1

6 s N
16 ^- *

9 1 1 1

4 d- ^- ci-

9(11
8 ^- 1^' «
9 N N S
16 *• -'• ^

12 j 1

J
i

12
1 1 J j8 ^- ^- J- J-

12 N S S S
16 -1 • •* • J • J •

152. Quadruple Time, 4, is very often called

Common Time.
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The old-fashioned sign g which once indicated it, is now
rapidly becoming obsolete. So, too, is the equally vague sign

^ which was once used to indicate both two half-notes j-) ^,
or two whole notes ^ ^ in a measure. This was called Alia

breve time, and was sometimes known as Alia cappella (Church

Time).

153. Instances of 4 and of 4 time are occasion-

ally met with. These have respectively five and

seven crotchets in a measure. 4 time is, therefore,

a compound of duple and triple rhythm, — a meas-

ure of I followed by one of 4, or vice-versa; 4 is a

compound of 4 and 4 times, or vice-versa.

154. Duple Time is accented, beaten, gy^EAtf

and counted thus :
—

Down Up.
strong, weak.

155. Triple Time is ac-

cented, beaten, and count-

ed, thus: —

•

2 3

strong, weak. weak.

Down, Right (or Left), Up.

156. Quadruple Time is ac-

cented, beaten, and counted thus:

strong, weak, medium, weak.

Down, Left, Right, Up.

¥^Z
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157. Compound Duple Time is 6 5 4
accented, beaten, and counted thus :— AA> ^

i

12 3 4
or, 1 2

strong, weak, medium, weak.

Down three times, Up three times.

158. Compound Triple Time is accented,

beaten, and counted thus: —
6
5
4

3 2 I

strong. medium, medium.

Down three times, Right or Left three times,
Up three times.

159. Compound Quadruple Time is beaten in the

manner shown in §156, but Down three times.

Left three times. Right three times. Up three

times.

160. In Slow Simple Triple Time it is sometimes

convenient to count 6. These six counts fall into

three groups of two each, i 2 3 4 5 6; 3 and 5 are

in this case medium accents.

161. In Slow Compound Duple Time, it is some-

times convenient to count 6. These six counts fall

into two groups of three each, 123, 456)4 is in

this case a medium accent.

162. A double bar —{|— marks the end of a piece,

or of an important section of a piece. It has noth-

ing to do with time-measurement or with rhythm.
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163. Syncopation is the term used to express

disturbed accent. The weak pulses or beats of every

measure may occasionally be made emphatic at the

pleasure of the composer. This is usually done by

tying the note on a weak pulse to the next note on

either a strong or a medium pulse. The naturally

accented note not being sounded afresh, the ear

requires that the tied note should receive more than

the ordinary accent, and be emphasized. Fig. 56

exhibits the ancient and modern methods of writing

the same syncopated passage: —

Fig. 56.

Ancient Method.^ it

This method seems to have occasioned the use of the word
.Syncopation, which means, in musical language, " cutting into

two parts."

Modern Method.

164. In Syncopation, the accent may be broken

by rests instead of tied notes, as in Fig. 57.

Fig. 57-
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165. A measure or bar may consist entirely of

notes or of rests, or of a proportion of each. Exam-
ination candidates are often asked to fill up incom-

plete measures by adding the necessary notes or

rests (or both notes and rests). To do this prop-

erly, the following hints will be useful: —
Except in the case of syncopation, no strong nor medium

accent should fall in the middle of a note or rest. Thus, the
following examples are incorrect:—

Fig. 58.

pi
(ii)

i 1
Counts 1 2, 3 4, 5 (>. 12 3, 4 5 6.

because in (i) the medium accent 5 falls in the middle of the
crochet C, and in (ii) the medium accent 4 occurs at the end of

the minim G, and a fresh note (C) is struck on the weak
accent 5. (i) and (ii) are really examples of syncopation, and
should be written so:—

Fig. 59-

(i)m s (ii)

m=* ^
Counts I 2, 3 4, 5 6. I 2 3, 4 5 6.

In the three kinds of simple triple time 3, 4, f, one rest is

never used to express silence for the duration of two-thirds of a
measure. Thus the following are all incorrect;—

;j - I - i J||? ^^^ -
|

- J -jP ^ i U , ^

Inste ad of the single long rest, two shorter rests of equal value
should be written, so:—

L-^f^J^a4H^[
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In I time, a sound of the length of five quavers is represented

by two tied notes, thus:—

1^^ II -h^-ll
In I time, a sound of the length of five quavers is represented

by two ^tied notes, thus:—

I
Jj.^ ^^

II
- h Jij^ II

In I time, when a measure begins with a crotchet and ends

with a quaver, silence between these two notes is indicated by
two rests, thus:—

I
J ^i^

I

In f time, when a measure begins with a crotchet and ends

with a quaver, silence between these two notes is indicated by
two rests, thus:—

I

J i 'i'
I

i66. A few examples will make the process of

measure-completion quite clear.

167. Thus, if it be required to complete the follow-

ing measures by adding the necessary rests: —
Fig. 60.

the following example will show the correct solu-

tion: —
Fig. 61.

(J) (c)

16 r7~! > _ ||3

In measure (a) the quaver rest comes first, in order that

the medium accent 5 shall fall at the beginning (and not in the

middle) of a crochet rest. In measure (b) the medium accent
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4 properly falls at the beginning of the longer of the two rests.

In measure {c) a minim rest would be wrong for the reason
already given.

i68. Again, if it be required to add, say in each

case, two notes necessary to complete these meas-

ures: —
Fig. 62.

the following example will show the correct solu-

tion: —
Fig. 63.

169. Another common examination test, is to

require candidates to supply the bar-lines to an un-

measured melody. In barring, or dividing a piece

of music into measures, the following hints will be

found useful :

—

Bar-lines should be filled in, by beginning at the end of the
given melody, and proceeding backwards, rather than by work-
ing from left to right. This is especially the case where the
given melody consists almost entirely of notes of equal value,

as minims, crotchets, quavers, etc.

If the last note of all be a long one, it should have a bar-

line before it.

If a melody ends with a short note preceded by a long note,

the last bar-line should come before the long note.

An incomplete measure at the end of a melody will as a rule

indicate an incomplete measure at the beginning.

The first note of a group of quavers or semiquavers is nearly

always a strong or medium accent.

A strong or medium accent must not come in the middle of a,

note or rest, except by syncopation.
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Quavers and notes of less value are grouped by having their
stems joined together.

Groups of two equal notes may belong to almost any kind of
time, but they will be used sparingly and exceptionally in

triple and compound time.

Groups of three equal notes may denote a simple triple

time, or any compound time.

Groups of four equal notes generally denote a simple time;
they rarely belong to a compound time.

Groups of six equal notes may denote a compound time, or
a simple triple time.

Dotted notes used in succession, or groups of two unequal
notes (the second being half the value of the first), will denote
simple triple or any compound time.

170. The following example, barred first in a

simple and afterwards in a compound time, will be

found interesting as well as useful: —
Fig. 64.

(i) WithoiU bars.

(ii) Barred in simple triple time.

Ml ^^^^^m »=^=:t

(iii) Barred in simple quadruple time.

$ — m ' * c i-
'

^/^=^

(iv) Barred in compound duple time (with syncopation).

P =t: t=^̂=±

171, Observation: In Compound time, a duole or

duplet is an irregular group of notes; two played in

the time of three: —
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Fig. 65.

172. Similarly, a quadruplet is, in compound time,

an irregular group of four notes played in the time

of three. Sometimes the four notes are written in

the time-value of the three notes they for the

moment temporarily displace: —
Fig. 66.

Chopin. Nocturne in £fr.

173. At other times a quadruplet is written in the

time-value of the four notes which together would

make up the value of the undotted pulse of the cor-

responding^?w/>/e time: —
Fig. 67.

In other words, -'J «J J «l may represent J J J, or

J ^ J J may represent J, at the discretion of the

composer.
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CHAPTER X.

TBL\NSPOSITION.

174. By Transposition is meant changing the

notation of a piece of music in any one or more of

the three following ways: —
(i). From one clef to another, with or without a

change of pitch;

(ii). From one major or minor key to another key

of the same kind, higher or lower in pitch;

(iii). From a major key to a minor, or vice versa.

175. When a melody is transposed from one clef

to another without a change of pitch, it simply means

that the same notes occupy exactly the same Unes

and spaces of the Great Staff both before and after

transposition; the change is only from one particular

five-lined staff to another.

176. When a melody is transposed from one clef

to another with a change of pitch, there is generally

the interval of an octave between the original and

transposed pitch, as fi-om bass to treble, treble to

bass, etc.

177. When a melody is transposed /row one key to

another of the same kind, the key-signature is altered

in accordance with the transposed pitch of the key-

note.
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Then if the difference of pitch be only that of a
chromatic semitone, the names of the notes on the staff

remain the same, and only the accidentals are changed.
If a flat key is transposed a chromatic semitone higher
to a sharp key, then every t3 becomes a

;J£,
and every 7

either a tj or remains a p. If a sharp key is transposed a
chromatic semitone lower to a flat key, then every D
becomes a J?, and a it as a rule becomes a t}. For trans-
position to other keys, upwards or downwards, it is well

to think of the change of pitch as if the required notes
were to occupy so many lines and spaces above or below
those in the copy from which the transposition is being
made. Sometimes it is helpful to read the music as
though it were written with some other clef. For instance,

by reading notes written in the Treble Clef as though they
were written in the Alto, it is easy to transpose a 7th
downwards or a second upwards ; by reading them in the
Tenor Clef it is easy to transpose a 7th upwards or a 2nd
downwards ; by reading them in the Bass Clef they can
be readily transposed a 3rd upwards or a 6th downwards,
and so on.

178. When a melody is transposed from a major

to a minor key, or vice versa, the signature will be

altered if the tonic remains the same. In any case,

the leading note of a minor key will always require

an accidental.
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CHAPTER XI.

ITALIAN TERMS, ETC.

179. Italian words are in general use to indicate

the Speed, Loudness and Softness of Tone, and the

Expression or Style oj Performance of a musical com-

position.

Music being the universal language of sound, it has been
found convenient to adopt Italian as the one recognised vocab-
ulary for expressing the composer's directions to the per-

former as regards speed, style, expression, etc. The incon-

venience of every composer addressing the performer in the

language of his own country is obvious.

180. The Metronome is an instrument invented

for the purpose of accurately measuring the time or

speed of a piece of music. Clockwork mechanism

inside sets in motion an outside pendulum, the

speed of which is regulated by a sliding weight,

according to the various grades of time measured on

a given index. The Metronome should beat once a

second if set at 60.

For example, J = 1 26 means that the sliding weight should

be set to 126 on the index, when, on the instrument being

set in motion, each beat of the pendulxmi will be equal to a
crotchet.

^ = 80 means that the weight should be set at 80, when
the pendulum beat will equal a minim.

181. Another and a far simpler kind of Metro-

nome consists of a tape marked off into certain frac-

tions of a minute. This tape is coiled into a metal
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case by means of a spring, and can be used in the

manner of a pendulum.

The tape being drawn out of its case until the required

number appears, is then secured in that place by means of a

stud. Upon causing the metal case (which acts as the weight

of the pendulum) to swing steadily, the required tempo will be
accurately indicated.

182. Words indicating Speed: —
Grave, solemn.
Lento, very slow.

Largo, large or broad. ( J = 40 to J = 69)
Lentamente and Larghetto, not so slow as Largo.

(J = 72 to J = 96).

Adagissimo, slower than Adagio.

Adagio, pronounced ah-dah'-gee-oh, slow; lit. "at ease," (leis-

urely). (J = 100 J to = 126).

Adagietto, not as slow as Adagio.

Andante, pronounced ann-dan'-tay, going a moderate pace.

( J = 126 to J = 162).

Andantino, not as slow as Andante.
Moderato, moderate.
Tempo ordinario, in ordinary time.

Tempo commodo, or comodo, in convenient time.

Allegretto, rather fast.

Allegro, pronounced ahrtay'-groh, merry, lively, fast. (J =
160 to J = 184).

Vivace, with life and energy.

Presto, quick. ( J = 184 to J = 208).

Prestissimo, very quick.

183. The words in §182 are modified by the fol-

lowing: —
Accelerando, pronounced atch-chd'-er-ann'-doh, (accel.), acceler-

ating.

Allargando, becoming slower.

Stringendo, pronounced string-gen'-doh, pressing onwards.
Other words which have much the same meaning are AJ^re-

tando and Piu siretto.

Rallentando, gradually slackening.
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Cdando, decreasing.

Ritardando, Ritemdo, {rit.), retarding. Other words which

have much the same meaning are Slentando and Slargando.

A tempo, in time.

Tempo giusto, pronounced jee-oos'-toh, in exact time.

L'istesso tempo, in the same time.

Ad libitum or A piacere, at the performer's pleasure.

Meno mosso, less fast, slower.

Pill mosso, more moved, qaicker.

184. Words indicating Loudness or Softness of

Tone: —
Pianissimo (pp) very soft.

Mezzo-piano (mp), half soft.

Piano (p) soft.

Mezzo forte, pronounced met'-zoh-f&ur'-tay, {mf), half loud.

Forte (/), loud.

Fortissimo iff), very loud.

Crescendo, pronounced cray-slten'-doh- oar 1, gradually

increasing in tone.

Decrescendo \ ^^ -_._, gradually decreasing the tone.
Diminuendo )

7
-^ -^ c

Sforzando {sf), "|

Forzando {fz), I

f^^^j ^g ^^^^^^
Rtnforzando, pronounced

j

°

rin-foiirts-ann'-doh, (rf),)

Morendo, dying away.
Mancando, waning in tone.

Smorzando_
| j^^j^ j^^^^f^

Perdefidosi j
°

Raddolcendo, increasing in softness.

Scemando, decreasing in power.

185. Words indicating Expression, or Style of

T'erfonnance. —
A, at; for; with.

A cappella, in the church style.

Afettuoso, affectionately.

Agitato, in an agitated manner.
Amabile, amiably.
Amorevole, Con amore, or Amoroso, lovinsdy.
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Animato, animated.

A poco a poco, little by little.
*

Appassionata, impassioned.

Arioso, in the style of an air or song.

Assai, sufficiently, very.

Attacca, go on immediately.

Bene or Ben, well.

Ben marcato, well marked.
Brillante, brilliantly.

Brioso or Con brio, with vigour.

CantabUe, pronoimced kan-tah'-bee-lay, or Cantatido, in a sing-
ing style.

Col or Colla, with the.

Col arco, play with the bow (Violin).

Colla parte or CoUa voce, the accompanist to keep closely with
the solo part.

Con, with.

Con amore, with love.

Con anima, with soul.

Con brio, with brightness, vivacity.

Con delicatezza, delicately.

Con dolore or Con duolo, with grief.

Con espressione, with expression.

Con energia, with energy or force.

Confuoco, with fire.

Conforza, with force.

Con grazia, with grace.

Con gusto, with taste.

Con moto. with motion.
Con sordino, with the mute (Violin).

Con spirito, with spirit.

Con tenerezza, pronounced ten-er-et'-sah, with tenderness.
Deciso, with decision.

Delicatamente or Delicalo, pronounced del-e-kah'-to, delicately.

Dolce, pronoimced dol'-chay, or Dolcemente, pronovmced del-
chay-men'-tay, sweetly.

Dolore, Dolorosa, Con dolore, pronounced doh-loh'-ray, or

Con duolo, with grief. Dolente has the same meaning.
Energico or Con energia, with energy or force.

Espressivo or Con espressione, with expression.

Fieramente, with vehement energy.

Forza, force or emphasis.
Fuoco, fire.

Furioso, impetuously; with fury.
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Giocosu or Giocosamente, pronounced gee-oh-koh'-sa-men'-tay,

jocosely; gaily.

Giojoso, joyously.

Giusto, right, exact.

Grandioso, grandly.

Grazioso, pronounced grat-see-oh'-soh, gracefully.

Gustoso, tastefully.

Il or La, the.

Impetuoso, impetuously.

Langrimoso or Lamentevole, pronounced lah'-men-tec -oh4ee, in

a plaintive manner.
Languido, pronounced lan-gwee'-doh, in a languid, ft eble man-

ner.

Legato, smoothly and connectedly.

Leggiero or Leggieramente, lightly.

Lusingando, coaxingly; soothingly.

Ma, but.

Maestoso, pronounced may-stoh'-soh, majestic.

Marcaio, marked.
Martellato, with great force; hammered.
Meno, less.

Meno allegro, less quick.

Mesto, pronounced may'-stoh, in a pensive, sad manner.
Mezzo, half.

Molto or Di nwlto, much; very.

Mosso or Moto, motion.
Non, not.

Parlando or Parlante, in a speaking manner.
Pastorale, in a pastoral style.

Pesante, pronounced pay-sahn'-tay, heavily.

Piacevole, pronoimced pee-ah-chev'-oIt-lay, agreeably.

Piangevole, pronounced pee-an-jeo'-oh-lay, plaintively.

Piu, more.
Pill tosto, rather more quicLlJ^

Pizzicato (Pizz.), pluck the string (Violin).

Poco or Un poco, a Uttle.

Pomposo, pompously.
Quasi, almost.

Replica, repeat.

Risoluto, pronounced rees-oh-loo'-tok, in a resolute manner.
Risvegliato, pronovmced rees-vay'-glee-ah'-toh, very animated.
Rubato, robbed.
Scherzatido or Scherzoso, in a sprightly, playful manner.
Sciolto, pronounced skee-ol'-toh, free in performance.
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Semplice, pronounced sem-plee'-chay, simply.

Sempre, always.

Senza, without.

Senza sordino, without the mute (Violin).

Serioso, seriously.

Simile, in the same manner.
Soave, pronounced soh-ah'-vay, sweetly, gently.

Sostenuto, sustained.

Sotto voce, in a subdued manner.
Staccato, cut short, separated, disconnected.

Strepitoso, in a loud, boisterous manner.
Sid G, D, or A, play only on the G, D, or A strings (Violin).

Sid ponticdlo, play near the bridge (Violin).

Svegliaio, awakened.
Tanto, so much.
Tempo rubato, robbed time; the slight alterations by accelera-

tion or retardation which a performer makes for the purpose
of expression.

Teneremente or Con tenerezza, tenderly.

Tenuta, Tenute, or Tenuto, held on.

Tosto, quick, rapid.

TranquUlo or Tranquillamente, tranquilly.

Troppo, too; too much. Non troppo, not too much.
Un or Una, a; one.

Veloce, rapidly.

Vigoroso, vigorously, with force.

Vivo or Con vivacitd, with vivacity.

Volante, in a light, flying manner.
Volti subito or V.S., turn over quickly.

Note on the pronunciation of Italian vowels generally:

A is always like a m father, never like a in fate.

E at the end of an accented syllable or at the end of a word is

like ay in />ray; before an r it is like oiin *ai>; it is like ay
before gl and gh; it is short like e in belfheiore a double
consonant; but it is never like ee in feet.

I is like ee in feet, never like i in sight.

O is shori as in on, or long as in tone, never like ia do or to.

U is like 00 in boot: never like ii in but.
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CHAPTER XII.

GRACES, EMBELLISHMENTS, ORNAMENTS,
PHRASING, ABBREVIATIONS, ETC.

i86. The Appoggiatura (lit. leaning note) pro-

nounced ap-pod'-gee-ah-too'-rah,visedtohe written as

a small note in the works of the old masters, (Haydn,

Mozart, and others of the i8th Century). It is

now written as a note of the usual size, and has the

exact time value given to it which it requires.

187. When written as a small note before a full-

sized note which is divisible into two equal parts,

the appoggiatura takes one of them, and is ac-

cented :
—

Fig. 68.

Written. Played. Written. Played.

^ I , I I
I I

188. When written as a small note before a full-

sized dotted note of long duration, the appoggiatura

takes the value of the note without the dot, and is

accented. —
Fig. 69.

Written. Played.
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189. When written before a dotted note of short

duration, the appoggiatura sometimes takes only

one-third of the dotted note: —
Fig. 70.

Wrilten. Played.^^^^^^
190. When written before a long note tied to a

shorter one, the appoggiatura takes the value of the

whole of the long note, and if that note has a dot, the

value of the dot also: —
Fig. 71.

Written. - Played.

-m—sn-

191. When written before a chord, the appog-

giatura should be played with all the other notes

except the one it is intended to embelHsh. If the

chord is marked arpeggio by means of an upright,

wavy line, the appoggiatura temporarily takes the

place of the note it embellishes :
—

Fig. 72.

Written. Played. Written. Played.

192. The Double Appoggiatura consists of two

small notes which are occasionally written before a

full-sized note. They should take as little time as

possible from the duration of the principal note: —
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Fig. 73-

Written. Played.

193. The Acciaccatura (crushed note) pronounced

atch-yak'-ka-too'-rah, is a small note having a line

drawn across its stem. It should be played as

closely as possible to the full-sized note it precedes,

which retains its accent: —
Fig. 74-

194. In modern music, a smaU note written

before an ordinary note is always played as an

acciaccatura.

195. The Turn or Gruppetto, -^ is an ornament

which turns or winds round the principal note it

embellishes. It is a group of four or five notes,

consisting of two or three repetitions of the prin-

cipal note alternated with the notes which lie a

degree above and below it in the scale. The ren-

dering of the turn depends upon: —
(i). The time (speed) of the piece in which it

occurs.

(2). The position of the sign — whether above or

after the principal note.

(3). Whether the principal note is dotted or sim-

ple.
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196. When written over an undotted note in

quick time, the turn consists of four equal notes: —
(i), the note of the scale above the written or prin-

cipal note; (ii), the principal note itself; (iii), the

"semitone below; and (iv), the principal note again.

See Fig. 75, (a). In slow time the last note should

be longer than the three preceding ones, as in Fig.

75,(6):-

Fig. 75-

Played. Played.

197. When a turn is placed over a note preceded

by a rest, it should begin upon the principal note,

and consist of five notes as in Fig. 76 :
—

Fig. 76.

Wrilten. Played.

|i m I

198. When the turn is placed after a long note, the

principal note lasts for nearly its full duration,

lea^g just enough time for the turn at the end: —
Fig. 77.

Writlen. Played.

199. The Turn is often placed over or after a
dotted note, when it is generally played thus, as in
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Fig. 78. "Observe that the last note of the turn

(*) takes the place of the dot: —
Fig. 78.

Written. Played.

200. The Inverted Turn (l) is the exact reverse

of the Direct Turn. It commences on the lower

note and is more often than not written out in full,

in short notes :
—

Fig. 79.

201. When accidentals are required in a turn

they should be indicated thus: —
' Fig. 80.

202. The Shake, written tr... (the first two let-

ters of the word trillo, a shake), consists of a rapid

alternation of a given note with the note above,

which must be continued for the value 01 tne prin-

cipal or written note. The shake generally ends

with a turn, which is sometimes indicated in small

notes. If the shake be intended to begin upon the

note above, this is usually indicated by a small note

prefixed to the principal note of the shake: —
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Fig. 8i.

Written. Played.

f^ It ^ Beginning with the note above.

i
Written,

tr

^
Played.

Beginning with the principal note.^
203. A shake is sometimes preceded by two or

three notes in small type, which should be incor-

porated in the shake. This is called a prepared

shake: —

f
Written.

Fig. 82.

Played.

I ! ! I
I I I I I I I—I H '

) ! '
"

204. A snake occurring on a not*^ of a short time

value resembles a turn: —

Written,
tr

Fig. 83.

Played.

SEEJE
P ^V "

205. The two last notes "wath which a shake should

terminate are frequently written thus: —
Fig. 84.

-m-m-

206. In a succession of shakes, called a catena di

trim (a chain of shakes), the turn is only added to

the last shake: —
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Written,
tr

Fig. 85.

tr

m=±

Played.

207. The following forms, indicating the begin-

nings and endings of ordinary shakes, are often met

with in the works of J. S. Bach and other old mas-

ters: —
Fig. 86.

I . The shake without a turn:—
AAA/ Played.

i m
2. The shake commencing with an inverted turn:—

CVW Played.

3. The shake commencing with an inverted, but ending with

a direct turn:—
r-sjy-^ Played.

\. The shak" commencing with a direct turn:—
^AAA/ Played.

5. The shake commencing and ending with a direct turn:

^-AA^ Played.
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6. The shake ending with a direct turn:

/Va7 Played.

• From Dr. H. A. Harding's Musical Ornaments.

208. When a shake is to be prolonged through

several measures it is usual to write it as follows: —
Fig. 87.

m
209. The Upper Mordent /w, consists of the note

written, the note above, and the written note again.

The third note should be of longer duration than the

preceding ones, and should carry the accent: —

210. The Lower Mordent "^j consists of the note

written, the note of the scale below (unless otherwise

indicated), and the written note again: — .

Fig. 89.

Written. Played. Written. Ployed.

i ^ :^ ^
211. The Slide (Fr. coulf) somewhat resembles the

mordent, both in appearance and in performance.
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It consists of two sounds ascending or descending

stepwise — very rapidly — to the principal note, out

of which its time is taken: —
Fig. 90.

Played. D. SCABLATTI.

212. In older music, the slide was marked thUs,

•; and was called a relish: —

Written.

Fig. 91.

Played.

--^Ib:

213. In modern music, the sHde — if not expressed

in the actual notation required — is indicated by

small, imtimed notes :
—

Written.

Fig. 92.

Played.

214. The After-note — unlike all other ornaments

— occurs at the end of its principal sound; hence its

name. In appearance, it resembles a small slur

placed in a slanting or sideway position: —
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Written.

Fig. 93-

Played. J. S. Bach.

215. In modern music, the after-note is often

used as a note of anticipation: —
Fig. 94-

WrMen. Played. Schumann.

r n ^
-#¥^-=1 h*- d p^ ~d 1—3- -4 .«

-<!^ 4 * ^^ _«_^

—

^— —* J--» -«-=—J

—

216. Sometimes this ornament consists of two

after-notes: —
Fig. 95-

Written. ^ Played. Chopin.

217. By Phrasing is meant the bringing into

prominence the symmetrical or rhythmical group-

ing of the sounds which form a melody, by the

proper observance of the breaks in its continuity.

218. A Phrase is an incomplete portion of a mel-

ody which has, however, a well defined beginning

and end.

219. A pnrase is often indicated by means of a

slur, but sometimes in addition to a slux-indication,

the end of a phrase is clearly shown by a rest.

220. The end of a phrase is marked by a pianist

or organist lifting his hand from the keyboard; by a

singer's taking breath; and by a vioUnist changing

the direction of his bow.
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2 21. When only two notes are slurred, the former

is usually emphasized, and the latter cut short.

222. Abbreviations. — Many of the following

signs are used when notes or passages have to be

repeated, thereby saving time and trouble to com-

posers and copyists: —

If the same music occurs in consecutive bars in manuscript
• writing, and sometimes in print,the sign i-* or «* is employed.

Fig. 96.

223. In orchestral music chiefly, these abbrevi-

ations occur:

—

Fig. 97.

Written. Played,

224. The word Tremolo (or Trem.) signifies that

the passage is to be played with as many iterations

as possible: —
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Fig. 98.

Tremolo.

79

225. Repeats. — Dots when written before a

double bar, indicate that the music is to be repeated

from the previous double bar, or from the beginning

of the piece: —
Fig. 99.

226. Dots when placed after a double bar indicate

that the music to the following double bar is to be

repeated: —
Fig. 100.

227. The signs ima volta (ist time), and 2da volta

(2nd time), are often used in conjunction with re-

peats, the bar or bars marked ist time are then to be

omitted at the repetition, and the bar or bars

marked 2nd time played instead: —
Fig. 1 01.

228. The word Bis (twice) is sometimes used to

show that a single bar or a short passage is to be

repeated.
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229. Da Capo (from the beginning). — When the

term Da Capo or D.C. occurs at any part of a piece

it signifies that the music is to be repeated from th*^

beginning. The term Al Segno, or Dal Segno, or

D.C. sino al Segno means that the piece is to be

repeated from the sign %-. In these cases the po".

tion is to be played again without observing tne

ordinary repeat marks. Al Fine signifies "to the

end."

230. A pause or hold when placed over a double

bar signifies that the piece is to end there, after a

Da Capo. The word Fine is frequently used for

this purpose instead of the pause.

Fig. 102.

231. The Direct is used in old music at the end

of -a staff or a page, to indicate the first note on the

following page or staff: —
Fig. 103.

i ztti

232. In modern times the direct is often used to

indicate the roots of the chords in a harmony ex-

ercise.

233. Use of the Pedals in Pianoforte Playing: —
The word pedal, or ped., indicates that the right

pedal is to be pressed down with the right foot, and

kept in that position until the # occurs, when the
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foot should be removed. The words Una Corda

indicate that the left pedal is to be pressed down

with the left foot, and kept in that position until the

words Tre Corde occur, when the foot should be re-

moved. In old pianoforte music the use of the

right pedal was sometimes indicated by the words

Senza Sordini (without dampers) it being the func-

tion of the right pedal to remove the dampers from

the strings, thus causing them to continue to vibrate

and sound long after the hands are removed from the

keys. When the foot was required to release the

right pedal, the words Con Sordini (with dampers)

were used.

234. In violin music Con Sordino means that a

mute is to be placed on the bridge of the instrument

to damp or to alter the quahty of the tone of the

strings. Senza Sordino means that this mute is to

removed.

235. R.H. and L.H. — These letters indicate that

the right hand or left hand is to be employed in

pianoforte playing. The following words and in-

itials: —
Man Diritta (M.D.) = R.H.
Man Sinistra (M.S.) = L.H.
Main Droite (M.D.) = R.H.
Main Gauche (M.G.) = L.H.

are aJso used for the same purpose.
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QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

CHAPTER I.

1. Explain what is meant by pitch in music.

2. How are sounds of different pitch distinguished one irom
the other?

3. Why are seven letters sufficient for the naming of sounds?

4. How are sounds of different pitch represented upon
paper?

5. What is the Great Staff?

6. Why is not the Great Staff used in its complete form?

7. How is the Great Staff divided for the writing of piano-

forte music?
8. What is a Clef?

Q. Describe the three Clefs used in music. Could notes be
sung or played without th>. -'se of a clef?

10. Give the names of the ..lost important of the five-lined

staves, and write them, giving each its proper clef.

11. On a Staff write the Treble Clef, and after it the follow-

ing notes:-E, G, C, A, B, D, F. ,

12. Name the following Treble notes without looking at the

staff:—2nd line, 4th space, 1st Hne, ist space, 5th Une, 3rd

space, 4th line, 2nd space.

13. On a Staff write the Bass Clef, and after it the following

notes:—A, D, G, C, F, B, E.

14. Name the following Bass notes without looking at the

staff;—3rd space, 2nd line, ist space, 4th line, 5th line, 2nd
space, 3rd line, 1st line.

15. Name the notes below the first line in the Treble and
Bass i=taves.

16. Name the notes above the fifth line in the Treble and
Bass staves.

17. What arc Leger Lines?

18. Describe an easy way of reading notes written upon
more than two leger lines above or below the staff.

ig. What leger line above the Bass Staff will have a note

written upon it oithe same pitch as a note upon a leger line

below the Treble Staff?
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20. What is the meaning of the sign 8va. when written
(i) above the staff, (ii) below the staff? What is the meanirig
of a figure 8 placed below a passage of notes?

21. Briefly describe the ' Reflective System" of learning
staff-notation.

CHAPTER II.

22. How is a note affected by having each of the following
signs written before it;— (i) a Sharp, (ii) a Flat, (iii) a Natural,
(iv) a Double Sharp, (v) a Double Flat?

23. How do you distinguish between Tones and Semitones
upon the keyboard?

24. Show how a Double Sharp can be lowered a semitone,
and how a Double Flat can be raised a semitone.

25. Which of the keys in every octave of the keyboard can
be called by only two names?

26. What is an Enharmonic Change?
27. Give the Enharmonic names of C, Db, D^, Fb, F#,

Ab, G, Bb, and B.

28. What is an Accidental?

20. For how long does the effect of an accidental continue?
30. Give the Italian names of A, Bb, C, D#.
31. Give the French names of C, Fb, Db. A^i.

32. Give the German names of B, Bb, Eb, Gb, F#, £#, B#.

CHAPTER III.

^^. How are differences in the time or duration of sounds
represented to the eye?

34. Write a table showing the names of the seven differently

shaped notes in English, Italian, French and German.
35. WTiat is a note having four hooks to its stem called?

36. Describe the proper way of writing the stems of notes.

37. What kind of notes are grouped together?

38. What notes are equal to the value of (i) four quavers,
(ii) four semiauavers, (iii) four demisemiquavers. (iv) four
crotchets?

39. Mention two ways of prolonging the duration of a note
upon paper.

40. What note is worth half the value of a dotted crotchet?
and what notes represent the value of (i) the eighth part of a
minim, (ii) the fourth part of a crotchet, (iii) the third part of

a dotted quaver?
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41. What is the Tie or Bind?
42. What other curved line resembles the tie in appearance?

What are the uses of this other line?

43. What is a Pause? Give another name for it.

44. What is meant by the letters G. P.?

45. What are the three kinds of Staccato Phrasing? Explain

how the sound-duration of a single note is affected by each

kind.

46. What is meant by sempre staccato?

47. Explain what is meant by each of the terms:—Triplet,

Quadruplet, Quintolet, Sextolet or Sextuplet, Septimole or

Septuplet.

CHAPTER IV.
^

48. What signs are used to express silence?

49. Describe the shapes of the various Rests.

50. In what different ways may a Rest be prolonged?

51. What Rest is used to express the silence of a whole
measure?

52. How are rests of longer duration than one measure
indicated?

CHAPTER V.

53. Explain the difference between the terms Scale and Key.

54. How many kinds of Scales are there?

55. What is the difference between Diatonic and Chromatic
Scales?

56. Give the names of the Degrees of Diatonic Scales, and
state which are the most important Degrees in each Scale.

57. Why are the 4th and 6th Degrees respectively named
Subdominant, and Submediant?

58. Give the order of Tones and Semitones in a Major Scale.

SQ. Why is C major called the "natural" Scale?

60. What is a Tetrachor 1?

61. Explain how the same Tetrachord can belong to two
different Major Scales.

62. Starting each new scale a fifth higher than the last,

what note is required to be sharpened each time? and why?
63. In constructing Scales by descending fifths, what par-

ticiilar note must be altered each time? and why?
64. What is a Key-signature?
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65. Give a rule for finding the tonic by looking at the sig-

nature of a major Key with either Sharps or Flats.

66. Write out the whole of the Key-signatures belonging to

the Major Scales with Sharps and Flats, and show the posi-

tion of the Key-note in each case.

67. Give the names of the scales which are on the pianoforte

enharmonically the same as C#, Ct>, and F#.

CHAPTER VI.

68. Name the two forms in which every Minor Scale can
be used.

6q. Where do the semitones occur (i) in the Harmonic form,

(ii) in the Melodic form of the Minor Scale?

70. Which note of the Harmonic Minor Scale is always
indicated by an accidental?

71. Which notes of the ascending form of the Melodic
Minor Scale are indicated by accidentals?

72. What do you understand by the two terms, Tonic
Minor, Relative Minor?

73. Give a rule for finding the Tonic by looking at the signa-

ture of a minor-key with either sharps or flats.

74. Write out the whole of the Key-signatures belonging to

the Minor Scales with sharps and flats, and show the position

of the key-note in each case. '

75. State how you would proceed (i) to find the Key-signa-

ture of a given melody, and (ii) to find whether a given piece

of music is written in a minor key.

CHAPTER VII.

76. What is the difference between a Diatonic and a Chro-
matic semitone?

77. What difference is there between the two ways of writ-

ing the Chromatic Scale?

78. In the Harmonic form of the Chromatic Scale, what two
Degrees of the Diatonic Scale are never inflected by an acci-

dental? And which Diatonic Degree is always raised?

7Q. How is the ascending form of the Melodic Chromatic
Scale obtained? Which two Diatonic Degrees are never

inflected by an accidental? Which five Diatonic Degrees arc

always raised?
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So. Write once with a Major Key-signature and once with

a Minor Key-signature, the Harmonic Chromatic Scales be-

ginning on the notes G, E, F, Ab. Draw a diagram showing

how the correct number of sharps and flats in Major Key-
signatures may be carried from the Harmonic Chromatic
Scale of C.

Si. Write once with a Major Key-signature and once with a

Minor Key-signature, the Melodic Chromatic Scales (.ascend-

ing and descending) beginning on the notes D, B, Eb, DJ.

CHAPTER Vni.

82. Define the term "interval."

83. How does a Melodic Interval differ from an Harmonic
Interval?

84. How are Intervals named?
35. How are Intervals measured numerically, and is this

measurement affected by accidentals?

86. What determines the qualifying name of an Interval?

and what is the standard of measurement?

87. Write the Major Seconds above A, Bt>, C#, D.
88. Write the Major Thirds above E, F, G#, A.

89. Write the Major Sixths above B, C#, D, Eb.

go. Write the Major Sevenths above Bb, C#, F#, G.

yi. Write the three Perfect Intervals in the Keys of G, F,
Ab and B major.

Q2. Turn all the Major Intervals you have written in your
answers to 87, 88, 89 and 90 into Minor Intervals of the same
numerical name.

93. Turn all the Intervals you have written in your answers
to 91 and 92 into Diminished Intervals of the same numerical
name.

94. Turn all the Intervals you have written in your answers
to 87, 88, 89, 90 and 91 into Augmented Intervals of the same
numerical name.

95 Describe the difference between Concords and Discords.
96. Write out all the Perfect and Imperfect Concords above

the notes F and B.

97. How are Discords formed?
98. Between what degrees of Diatonic Scales do the fol-

lowing intervals occur:—Diminished 4th, Augmented 4th,
Diminished 5th, Augmented 5th, Diminished 7th?

gg. What Intervals are not fouad in anv Diatonic Scale?
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100. A/escribe what is meant by the Inversion of an Interval,

and state how you would proceed to discover what is the Inver-
sion of any given Interval.

loi. How is the quality of an Interval changed by Inver-
sion?

102. Give the numerical and qualifying names of these

Intervals—Indicate concords by (C), Discords by (D);

—

zt^SM^
-tl*

;^i ii*SSE^*E

103. Write the Major 7th above Db, and below .Bb.
" Major 2nd "

E,
"

F.
" Minor 6th

"
G,

"
D.

"
Perfect 5th

"
B.

" Fk
" Diminished 3rd

"
C#, " Db.

" Augmented 4th
"

F,
"

E.
" Minor 2nd "

Db, " B.
" Diminished 7th

"
G,

"
A.

"
Perfect 4th

"
F#, " Bb.

"
Diminished 5th

"
A,

" D.
" Augmented 2nd "

E,
"

E.
" Minor 7th

"
Ab,

" C#
Write the Augmented sth above Ctf, and below Cft,

" Major 7-d
"

B,
"

Db.
" Major 6th

"
E,

"
C.

" Minor 3rd
"

F, " G.
"

Diminished 4th " A,
"

A.
"_ Augmented 6th " Eb,

"
B#. '

104. What is the difference between a Simple and a Com-
pound Interval? How is the 9th regarded in this respect?

CHAPTER IX.

105. Define the terms Accent, Rhythm, Measure, Bar.

106. Upon what beat in a measure does the strong accent

always come?
107. Explain why a piece of music sometimes begins with

an incomplete measure.
108. What are the three principal kinds of Time-division in

mu.*ic?

109. What is the chief difference between Simple and Com-
pound Time?
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no. What is a Time-signature?

111. Explain the meaning of the terms:— f , |, i%, f , ^, |.

112. What is meant by Alia Breve time? How is this some-
times indicated in the Time Signature?

113. What two different kinds of slow time have each 6

counts in a measure? Describe the rhythmical grouping
in each case.

114. Describe the position of the medium accent in a
measure of f , |, | and slow f time.

115. Define the term "Syncopation."
116. What is the use of a Double Bar?
117. What kind of Accent ought never to come in the middle

of a minim or crotchet rest?

118. What Rest is never employed in % time?

CHAPTER X.

109. What is meant by "Transposition"?
120. How can a melody be "transposed" without a change

of pitch?

121. When a melody undergoes a change of pitch by trans-

position from one clef to another, what is generally the extent
of such a change?

122. What changes take place when a melody is transposed
from a Major key with sharps to a Major key with flats?

123. What important facts have to be remembered when a
melody is transposed from a major key to a minor key?

CHAPTER XI.

124. Why is the Italian language used for indications o
speed, style, expression, etc.?

125. Describe any kind of metronome with which you m^-"
be acquainted. WTiat is meant by J = 120?

126. Write out a list of words indicating speed, arranging
them in order, from "very slow" to "very fast," and giving the
correct meaning of each.

127. Give a short list of terms used to nr^'f" or to tem-
porarily alter the more usual indications •• speed.

i28._ Give a list of words indicating various degrees ot

intensity of tone, beginning with "very soft" and ending with
"very loud," and show how these are abbreviated.

129. What words indicate a gradual wi a sudden increase of

tone? and what words indicate a gradual decrease of tone?
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130. Write the Italian words used to express these phrases:

—in the church style, in a pastoral style, in a speaking man-
ner, in a graceful singing manner, in an agitated manner, in a
subdued manner, in a loud boisterous manner, in a plaintive

manner.
131. Give the meaning of these Italian words;

—

A, bene,

colla, con, U, la, ma, non, piu, quasi, senza, tanto, poco, una,
vivo.

132. What Italian words mean:—little by little, go on imme-
diately, with expression, with great force, too much, turn over

quickly, go back to the beginning?

133. Explain the meaning of:

—

AJ'eluoso, agitato, appassion^

ala, arioso, assai, attacca, brioso, dolente, dolce, deciso, giocoso,

giusto, gustoso, lusingando, mesto, piacevole, strepitoso.

134. Give the Italian words for:—with fire, with soul, with

grace, with tenderness, with fury, with vigour, dying away,
coaxingly.

135. Give the English of:

—

Sempre, ben marcato, allegro non
troppo, presto assai, meno mosso, tempo rubato, Vistesso tempo,

pill, tosto, sotto voce, voUi subito.

CHAPTER XII.

136. Define the terms:

—

Appoggiatura, Acciaccalura, Grup-
petto, Mordent, Cantena di trilli, slide, after-note.

137. Show how the following Graces ought to be played:

—

(i)' (ii) (ii'.) (iv)

- i> jjt >^ J . M _.h

J 17^-^=
I ; T

I

(vii)

138. Show how these Turns should be played:

—

(i) Presto, (ii) Grave, (iii) (iv) (v)

(vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x) w
Allegro. Adagio. ,.^ u -^
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139. Show how these Shakes should be rendered:

—

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Jh^^ d=
I ai—

»

(V)

tr

(vi)

tT It Ir Ir

-fn z=*

—

-fa-^ 1— —•

—

~
1Lgj : 1 —1— W

140. Show how these Mordents should be played^-

(i) (ii)

141. What do you understand by the term "Phrasing," and
how are phrases indicated in musical notation?

142. How is a group of two slurred notes rendered by the
performer?

143. Show how these notes would be played:—

144. Explain these Signs:

—

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi)

3vrE

145. Explain these Terms:

—

jBw, D.C, Dal Segno, J^; Al
Fine, ima volta, 2da volta.

146. How is the use of the Right Pedal indicated?

147. How is the use of the Left Pedal indicated?

148. How do you know when to remove your foot from
either the Right or the Left Pedal?

149. Explain the term con sordini in connection with both
pianoforte and violin music.

150. What letters (or words) indicate the use of the Right
and Left hands in pianoforte playing?

^
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APPENDIX. [A]

Other and Less-used Musical Terms (from various

Languages), Ornaments, &c.

German words are distinguished by (Ger.), Frenrh by (Fr.), all those
not especially marked are Italian.

Alcuna, some.
Alia, in the style of.

Allargando, lengthening out, i.e., slower and louder.

Amarevole, bitter.

Andachtig (Ger.), devoutly
Aperlo, open (as applied to the use of the right pedal).

Appenato, in a sorrowful manner
A poco, by little.

Ardito, with spirit and boldness.

A suo arhitrio, accord ng to the performer's judgment.
Auf das, or aiifs Ger.), on for to) the.

Aus (Ger.), from, out of, out.

Barcarola or Barcarolle, (Fr.), in the style of a boat song.

Baitiita, the strong accent of a bar.
Bercetise, (Fr.), a cradle song,
Besfimmt (Ger.), decided, precise.

Bewegt (Ger.), moved, agitated.
Burlesco, burlesque.

Calcando, pressing forward; hurrying the time.
Calmato, calmed.
Cantilena, a principal melody.
Capriccioso, fanciful, capricious.
Celere, swift, nimble.
Coi, (singular), Cogli, (plural), with the.

Come, like as, how; Coni-e sopra, as abox^e.

Couronne (Fr.), a pause, rr\.

Da, through, in, for.

Dal from the, by the, through the, &C.
Dcm (Ger.), to the.

Desto, sprightly, wide-awake,
Di, of, from, to, by, &c.
Dia, through.
Di bravura, brilliantly.

Di chiaro, clearly.

Di colto, at once.

Di grade, by degrees.
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DUtiendo, dying away.
Di peso, or Di posta, at oncCi

Divisi, divided.

Dopo, after.

Doppio tempo, double time.

Dreist (Ger.), bold.

Dur (Ger.), major.

Einfalt (Ger.), simplicity.

E pat, and then.

Erhahen (Ger.), sublime, elevated.

Estinguetido, dying away.
Etwas (Ger.), somewhat, ratner.

Fermata, a pause or hold, ''^.

Fest (Ger.), firmly.

_

Fin a qui, up to this place.

Foldtre (Fr.), playful, lively.

Fret (Ger.), tree.

Fresco, iresh, vigour.
"

Frohlich (Ger.), joyous, cheerfuL

Gefallig (Get.), pleasing, agreeable.

Gemuilich (Ger.), expressive.

Gewichtig^ (Ger.), heavy, weighty.

Glissando, sliding the tips of the fingers along the keys.

Gruppetto, a turn, '^.

Hurtig (Ger ), quick.

Immer (Ger.), always.

Incakindo, increasing in time and tone, quicker and loudet

Klage (Ger.), lamentation.

Langsam (Ger.), slowly.

Lebendig or Lebhaft (Ger.), lively.

Leise (Ger.), softly.

Lesio, brisk, nimble.

Lourdement, (Fr.), heavily.

Lustig (Ger.), merry, jovial.

Meme (Fr.), the same.

Mit 'Ger.), with.

Mddich (Ger.), possible.

MM (Ger.), minor.

Nach und nach (Ger.), by degrees.

Nel, in the.

0, either, or.

Ober (Ger.), over, higher.

Oder, (Ger.), or.

Ohne (Ger.), without.

Ostinato, continuous, persisted in.
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t'eu I pen, (Fr.), little by little.

Poi a poi, by degrees.

Poi, then, after.

Questa, Questo, thus, that.

Rasch (Ger.), fast.

Recht (Ger.), right, correct.

Rein (Ger.), pure, clear.

Roccoco, odd, old-fashioned.

Ruliig (Ger.), quiet.

Sanft (Ger.), soft.

ScharJ betout (Ger.), clearly defined

Schwach (Ger.), soft, weak, piauu.

Se, if, as, unless.

Secco, plain.

Seele, (Ger.), soul.

Segue, follows.

Sino, to, as far as, until.

Si replica, to be repeated.

Sonore, sonorous.

Sorda, dull, mufHed.
Spianato, smooth, even.

Stark (Ger.), strong, loud.

SuV, Sitll, Sulla, on the.

Tacet, be silent.

Tiefer (Ger.), deeper.

Traurig, (Ger.), sad, mournful.

Triste (Fr.), sad.

Triih (Ger.), sad.

Vellutnto, velvety, smooth.

Viel, (Ger.), much, many.
Vif, (Fr.), lively.

Vitement, (Fr.), quickly.

Wehtmdh, Wehmuthig, (Ger.), melancholjfc

Wenig (Ger.), little, rather.

Wieder (Ger.), again.

Wiirde (Ger.), dignity.

Ziemlich (Ger.), moderately, rathor.

Zierlich (Ger.), graceful.
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APPENDIX. [B]

How Music is Written.

I. Music can be written in 2, 3, 4, — or a still

greater number of parts: —
Fig. 104.

In 2 parts. In 3 parts. In 4 parts.

U-4 J.I'm =^rr

—J—^-1—

•

UUJ
In 8 parts.

-^5g—fc^

2. A Par/ — being a mere melody, i.e., a succes-

sion of single sounds — is written and read hor-

izontally, from left to right.

3. A Chord — being a combination of simulta-

neous sounds — is written and read perpendicularly,

from the bottom to the top.

4. Four-part writing is by far that which is most

frequently to be met with in musical composition

generally. This may be designed for: —
(a). Pianoforte (or organ).

{h). For voices.

(c). For string quartet.

5. When all the four parts are written one over

the other on the same page, the music is said to be

in score.
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6. A compressed score is that which is generally

used for pianoforte music; this may be written on

one staff as in Fig. 104 or on two staves, thus: —

Fig. 105.

. 7. The four kinds of voices in a choir or chorus

are: —
(i). Treble (boy's voice) or Soprano (woman's

high voice).

(ii). Alto (man's high voice) or Contralto

(woman's deep voice).

(iii). Tenor
,. , ^ , men s voices,
(iv). Bass

8. In an open vocal score, each voice is written for

on a separate staff; with the Treble as the highest

part, the Bass as the lowest part, and the Alto and

Tenor as the inner parts.

9. The inner parts may be written: —
{a), each with its own proper C clef as in Fig.

106 {a) or,

{h). each in the G clef, with a direction for the

Tenor part to be sung an octave lower, as in Fig.

106 {b).
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Treble

Alto

Tenor

Bass

lo. A String Quartet consists of Two Violins

(primo and secondo) , each written for with the G
clef; Viola, written for with the Alto clef; and Vio-

loncello (pronounced vee'-oh-lawn-chel'-loh) , written

for with the Bass clef, with an occasional use of the

Tenor clef in order to avoid inconvenient leger

lines: —
Fig. 107.

Violins
Imo

Violins
2do

Viola

•Cello

P
ttt,

«fc

i^w

The above extract would appear thus when writ-

ten in compressed score: —
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II. Hints for writing single parts:

All clefs should be carefully and nicely formed;

and all sharps or flats belonging to the key-signa-

ture should be distinctly written in their proper

order, with each flat or sharp on its right line or in

its right space. When the Treble, Alto and Bass

clefs are used, the first sharp in the key-signature

should occupy the higher of the two possible places

on the staff. When the Tenor clef is used, this first

sharp should occupy the lower staff-position, and the

remainder of the sharps should follow this lead: —
Fig. lOQ.

With Treble Clef. With Tenor Clef.

'& ^M^«o=

The time-signature should have no line of any

kind inserted between its two figures: —

Right.

Fig. no.

Wrong.

All notes below the middle line of the staff should

have their stems turned up; all above the middle

line should have their stems turned down: —
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Fig. III.

v "f' (•

iff V 1
I h-H r J i^ > y

(so ^—— •—'

—

-•

—

L^

Turned-up stems should be placed to the right

of the notes ; tuvned-doimi stems should be placed to

the left. Hooks belonging to quavers, semiquavers,

and shorter notes should always be placed to the

right of the stems, whether the latter be turned up

or down.

Accidentals,— which in every case should be most

distinctly and clearly written, i..e, exactly on a line,

or in a space — are always placed before the notes

they raise or lower: —
Fig. 112.

i -Hf

g—

^

E^E
ibte

Care should be taken whilst copying music, that

no necessary accidental is omitted; and it should

never be forgotten that the effect of an accidental

continues only through the measure in w^hich it

occurs, unless it is contradicted within that measure.

No dot after a note written upon a line of the staff

is ever placed upon that same line, but always in

the next space: —

Fig. 113.
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A dotted note written on a line nas its dot placed

in the next space above, if the next note be higher

than the dotted note, and vice versa: —

Right.

Fig. 114.

Wrong.

Leger-lines should be written before the notes are

placed upon them. The first leger-line should be

parallel to the staff, at a distance equal to the

width of the spaces between the staff-lines them-

selves. Every fresh leger-line should be kept at the

same distance as the one above or below it: —
Fig. 115.

It is often convenient to the eye of a sight-

reader if the rhythmical subdivision of semiquavers

and the groups of shorter notes be indicated in this

way: —
Fig. 116.

12. Hints for Writing in Score: —
When writing in Open Score of any kind, all the

above hints for writing single parts should be most

carefully observed.
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All unisons must be indicated in open score by two

separate notes, each written on the staff assigned to

*».ither part which is required to sing or to play it: —

Treble
and
Alto

Treble

Alto

Fig. 117.

(a) In sfwrt score

:^*:

(6) In open scorem
m :f= =««:

When writing in short or compressed score the

stems of the Treble and Tenor notes must be turned

up and those of the Alto and Bass notes must be

turned down: —
Fig. 118.

(a)
, (d)

(6) (c)

If a unison sung by two voices which begin and

end together be a semibreve in duration, as at (d)

in Fig. 118 the two semibreves may be written side

by side as there shown, or linked, so ss. A unison

of shorter duration is indicated by one note only,

with two stems, one turned upward, the other

turned downward, so: — *=' ** S" ^
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Sometimes — as at (a) and (c) in Fig. ii8, two

voices may begin in unison, but whilst one voice

sustains the common note, the other moves away
from it. When this is so, two black notes— al-

though of different lengths — should have the same

note-head to begin with, the difference of duration

being shown by the hook or hooks. But a semi-

breve and a minim, or a minim and a crotchet, must

have separate note-heads, that of the shorter dura-

tion being written first: —

•

Fig. iiQ.

?^=p̂
Sometimes, an accidental which is unnecessary in

a short score is requisite in an open score, and vice

versa:—

(a) Short Score.^
Fig. 120.

-J_4—

4

^iotM=^e^^EttP^=3E-^E3
^^r^r-'n

Treble

(6) Open Score.

P^^ =*=«?t=r=^^=^ 1^
Alto E^
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13. A modern Full Score for Chorus, Orchestra

and Organ is arranged in the following order: —

i(

Piccolo.

Flauti 1 & 2.

Oboi 1 & 2.

, Cor Anglais.

' Clarinetti 1 & 2.

Bass Clarinet.

Fagotti 1 & 2.

Contrafagotto.

f Corni 1 & 2.

Corni 3 & 4.

Trombe 1 & 2.

Tromboni 1 & 2.

Trombone Basso.
Tuba.
Timpani.
Tamburo militare.
Gran Cassa and Piatti.

Violino I.

Violino II.

Viola.
Soprano.
Alto.
Tenore

1^ Basso.
Organo.

§ ( Violoncello.

tx I Contra Basso.

Small flute: sounds an 8ve higher than
written.

First and Second Flutes.
First and Second Oboes.
"English Horn": written a 5th higher

than it sounds.
For flat keys use Clar. in Eb, and

write a tone higher.
For sharp keys use Clar. in A, and

write a minor 3rd higher.
Write a major 9th higher than it

sounds.
First and Second Bassoons.
Double Bassoon: sounds an 8th lower
than written.

{Horns. Always written for in nota-
tion of C major.

Trumpets in C, BB, A and F are
chiefly written for Notation of C
Major.

{Two tenor trombones.
Bass trombone.
Used as a bass to the three trombones.
Kettledrums, used in three sizes.

{The military "side-drum."
Bass drum and cymbals.
AVhen 1st or 2nd violins di\'ide into
J two or more parts, mark the passage

^ dirisi; when they play one part
^j again, mark it unis.
Written for in the alto clef.

Each of the four chorus voice-masses
may be subdivided into firsts and
seconds.

The modern organ-part is written on
three staves.

In old scores these two parts are fre-

quently written on the same staff.

Transposing instruments are those which when

playing give higher or lower sounds than those in-

dicated by the written notes: Piccolo, cor Anglais,

clarinets, contra-fagotto, horns, trumpets and

Double Bass.

14. Compass of the various Instruments and

Voices:—
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Fig. 121.

103

8va.

V^
loco zn:

.ez.

writlen

.m- sounding

•X ^ s- sr •" Z^

Piccolo. Flute. Oboe. Cor. Anglais,

writlen .m. sounding ^<s>- sounding

m li^B^Hl^l^^g^ll
Clarinet. (for Bb Clarinet.) ( for A Clarinet.)

^g^f^Sff
sounding

Bass Clarinet,

written sounding

m=^^^=^

Bassoon. Contrafago^to
{.mounding 8t)e luwer\

g^gf^sa^ii^^^
Horn Trumpet Tenor Trombone Bass Trombone

-^l&va

Tuba

Large Medium Small

Timpani Violin.

itt

i^fif
Viola Soprano Voice Alto Voice Tenor Voice

\f ^ sounding an 8ve lower

m^
Bass Voice Violoncello Contra Bass
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APPENDIX. [C].

What Sound Is.

1. Sound is a sensation of the brain, caused by

the action of the ear.

2. The ear is excited by some kind of motion

exterior to itself.

3. The external motion is called vibration, which

may be described as a tremulous or very rapid to-

and-fro movement, easily seen when a piano or

violin string is struck or bowed; and felt when a

sounding organ-pipe is touched by the finger.

4. A mere noise— such as the clapping of hands

— is an unsteady sound. A musical tone is a steady

sound; i.e., it is due to periodic vibration, which is a

continual repetition of the same kind of motion at

regularly recurring and equal intervals of time—
very much after the manner of a clock-pendulum.

5. But the vibrations of the actual sounding-body

itself need re-inforcing and strengthening before the

sound so generated can be heard at any distance

from the source of production.

6. This is accomplished by means of a resonance-

box or sound-board attached to the sounding body.

This chamber contains a mass of enclosed air, which
is very readily thrown into powerful and sym-
pathetic co-vibration.

For example, the resonance-box of a violin is tb- hollow
body of the instrument itself; the flute has its own empty-
cylinder; the human voice has the cavities of the moutii,
chest, etc.
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7. The vibratory motion so re-inforced, is caught

up and transmitted in every possible direction by a

series of air-waves. The outer air itself is made up

of infinitely small' particles which are capable of

being packed more closely together— i.e., con-

densed, and of being more loosely separated— i.e.,

rarefied.

8. Every re-inforced vibration of the sounding-

body sets up an air-wave, which consists of an alter-

nate state of condensation and rarefaction of the

air-particles so set in motion.

g. The air-waves, entering the external part of

the human ear, strike against the inner tympanum

or drum, and set it also into sympathetic vibration.

ID. The ear-drum vibrations, being transmitted

to the brain, produce there the sensation called

sound.

11. The three most important features of a musi-

cal sound are its:—
(i). Pitch,

(ii). Intensity,

(iii). Quality.

12. By pitch is meant the height or depth of any

given sound in the musical scale. Pitch depends

upon the number of vibrations made per second by

the sounding-body. This vibration-number increases

as the sounds get higher in the scale, and decreases

as they get lower. In music-notation, pitch is

indicated by the various positions of notes on the

great staff, or any sections thereof.
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13. The intensity of a musical sound depends

upon the degree of force with which the air-waves

strike against the drum of the ear. The greater the

amphtude or force of the vibration, the louder is the

sound, and vice versa. In music-notation, intensity

of sound is indicated by the use of words, letters, or

signs, such as forte, piano, crescendo, diminuendo,
Jff,

pp ~=::Z Ii==- etc.

14. The Quality or Timbre of a musical sound

depends upon the number, order and relative inten-

sities of the partial-tones of which it is made up -—
i.e., upon \he. form or manner of the air-waves pro-

duced by the compound sound. In music-notation,

quality is indicated by writing the notes for any

particular voice or instrument in a score (See pars.

13 and 22 of this Appendix).

15. A simple tone— like that of a tuning-fork—
is the result of simple vibrations which resemble

those of a pendulum.

16. A compound tone — like that of a voice or

a piano, or some other instrument — is due to the

combination of two or more simple vibrations and

waves. A compound tone consists of what is called

its root or generator— which is by far the loudest

sound heard in the combination— and several

"upper partials" much higher in pitch than itself,

but each getting very much fainter in its intensity as

it is farther away from the "root."

17. The following series of A'-^ upper partials can

be heard sounding very softly with the root, when-
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ever "Bass C" is struck upon a good modern

piano:

—

Fig. 122.

Pianoforte Trumpet etc.

^i

m
z^- Five " upper partials

'

Root _12 3 4

Additional
' Upper partials

'

7 8

18. Practical experiments which will effectively

prove the existence of these "upper partials," will

be found described in the author's Art of the Piano-

teacher (p. 297),

19. The upper partials of any other given sound

will always be found to follow the same harmonic

succession as that shown in Fig. 122, No sound

intermediate in pitch between any of these intervals

will ever be detected. Thus, if D be chosen as a

"root," the following "upper partials" will be heard:

Fig. 123.

Pianoforte

^ =«=;

1

Root

3 4 5

Upper partials.

20. Still higher partials can be observed by an-

alyzing the tones of trumpets and other orchestral

instruments, (see 7 and 8 in Fig. 122).
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21. As a general rule, the farther any partial is

away from its " root," the less is its intensity. The

following table shows — approximately— the rela-

tive intensities of the upper partials belonging to

the open fourth {lowest) string of a good violin:—
Fig. 124.

Upper partiala

Root

i
1 2 3 4 5 6

Relative 1 X 1 1 1 I

Intensities 4 le d& C3

22. As Stated above, in writing music a composer

indicates the particular tone-quality he desires by

assigning the notes to some particular voice or in-

strument which possesses exactly the shade of tone-

colour or timbre he wishes to hear; as Soprano,

Contralto, Tenor, Bass, flute, oboe, clarinet, violin,

trumpet, pianoforte, organ, etc. The playing of a flute

will obviously set up a differently constituted series

of air-waves to those set up by a violin, for example;

and these various kinds of air-waves will naturally

act differently upon human ears and brains. Tone-

quahty is sometimes called tone-colour: the choir

and orchestra being to the composer what the

mixed coloiurs on the palette are to the painter.
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